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ARITA RANCH

1. Dedicated to raising cattle for 70 years

2. Spacious cattle barns

3. Local mountain water flowing from Mount Osuzu

4. Carefully selected livestock feed

5. Highly Skilled cattlemen

ARITA WAGYU (EMO BEEF)

Arita Black cattle are fed with only carefully selected grains and self-cultivated pasture grasses. 

And absolutely no medicines or antibiotics are mixed into the feed.

CHILLED WAGYU BEEF

MIYAZAKI PREFECTURE, JAPAN
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CHILLED WAGYU BEEF

MIYAZAKI PREFECTURE, JAPAN

Tenderloin A4 ±4kg

113558

A well balance of marbling 

with a fat and a lean meat.

Ribeye A4 ±7kg

113560

It is marbled with fat and is very tender. 

It is one of the best parts for savouring 

the flavour of Japanese Black beef.

Steak Yakiniku Steak Yakiniku Sukiyaki Shabu Shabu

Striploin (Half Cut) A4 ±6kg

113559

It is tender, marbled with fat, 

and has a nice umami flavour.

Steak Yakiniku Sukiyaki Shabu Shabu

Ribeye Cap A4 ±1.5kg

113583

It is tender, marbled with 

fat, and has a nice umami 

flavour.

Steak Yakiniku Sukiyaki Shabu Shabu

Chuck Roll A4 ±18kg

113561

Comes from a part of the 

cattle which moves frequently.

A lean and healthy meat.

Steak Yakiniku Sukiyaki Shabu Shabu

Chuck Tender A4 ±2kg

113564

It is a lean cut with a fine marbling. 

Chuck tender is a rare part, 

only 7kg can be obtained  from a single cattle.

Yakiniku Roast Beef

Chuck Rib A4 ±4.5kg

113563

Taken from near the shoulder, it has some

of the most beautiful marbling of the 

shoulder cuts and possesses deep flavour.

Yakiniku

Short Rib A4 ±8kg

113566

Indent

Short ribs is a part from the 

ribs and is rich in fat. 

It has a strong umami flavour.

Yakiniku Stir Fry (thin slices)

Flank Steak A4 ±3.5kg

113565

Indent

This tender cut has a good 

balance between lean and 

marbled meat.  

Yakiniku

Rump and Rump Cap A4 ±10kg

113562

It is a lean  and healthy cut, 

soft and tender. The lean meat 

has a strong yet mild umami 

flavour.

Steak Yakiniku

Knuckle A4 ±10kg

113722

This cut is taken from near the base of the hind legs. It is a lean cut, but also has tender texture 

and fine marbling. This cut is further divided into the inside knuckle muscle (marukawa), the knuckle main 

muscle (shin shin), the outside knuckle (kamenoko) , and the tri-tip which is one of the most marbled cuts 

of the thigh, tender cut with rich flavor.

Steak Yakiniku
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ABOUT

Traversing the family property in her youth, instilled in Gina Rinehart, her love of the land, her passion for the 

people who work in agriculture and the products they produce. This strong connection to outback Australia 

extends four generations, dating back to the 1800’s. Continuing this legacy, the next generation in her daughter 

Ginia, pays tribute to the family’s pioneering spirit.

Gina and Ginia’s initials in the brand represent their commitment to this enduring story. This proud heritage and 

passion has been at the heart of every decision in the development of the 2GR Wagyu beef program; it is the 

result of hard work and an artisan approach to producing the finest quality beef.

2GR Wagyu is naturally raised on the open ranges of Eastern Australia. Known for its visually-striking marbling, 

as well as its rich, sweet and buttery flavour, it will honour the taste-buds of the most sophisticated beef 

connoisseur. This tender delicacy is one of the most succulent meats in the world. Beef experts rank 2GR Wagyu’s 

richness, flavour and marbling as honouring the Japanese tradition.

2GR Wagyu is free of artificial additives, growth hormones, steroids and antibiotics. Consistent breeding, only 

within the Wagyu family, ensures the purity of the beef, and its production is limited to maintain high standards. 

But the pedigree of a herd is only the starting point when raising the best Wagyu possible; surroundings, feed, 

animal husbandry are all vital components of a successful program.

2GR’s fully owned vertically integrated process from breeding, farming, backgrounding and feeding through to 

marketing ensures that best practice systems and processes are in place and constantly monitored.

CHILLED FULL BLOOD WAGYU BEEF

AUSTRALIA

EX STOCKS /

**ON INDENT BASIS

Item # Description

FULL BLOOD WAGYU BLUE MBS 9+, CHILLED

110683 Cuberoll/Ribeye Boneless Black ±8kg Indent

111312 Striploin Boneless ±6kg Indent

110510 Chuck Eye Roll ±9kg Indent

111673 Flap Meat Indent

111240 Inside Skirt ±2kg Indent

110299 Karubi Plate Boneless ±4kg Indent
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CHILLED FULL BLOOD WAGYU BEEF

AUSTRALIA

EX STOCKS /

**ON INDENT BASIS

Item # Description

FULL BLOOD WAGYU BLUE MBS 8-9, CHILLED

113212 Tenderloin Strip Off ±2kg

110297 Cuberoll/Ribeye Boneless ±8kg

111669 Striploin ±6kg

110296 Rib Cap Boneless ±2kg

110101 Chuck Eye Roll ±9kg

112286 Short Rib Boneless ±3kg Indent

110099 Inside Skirt ±2kg Indent

110509 Karubi Plate Boneless ±4kg

FULL BLOOD WAGYU GREEN MBS 6-7, CHILLED

111670 Rib Cap Boneless ±1.5kg

113094 Short Rib Boneless ±3kg

112290 Inside Skirt ±2kg Indent

112244 Cheek Meat Boneless ±0.5kg

111359 Tongue Swiss Cut ±1.5kg
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THE STORY

In 1991 Nick and Vicki Sher purchased some of these Wagyu embryos

and calved the first purebred Wagyu embryo calves born in Australia 

on March 11, 1992.  Nick made many trips to Japan through the

1990’s, learning and studying wagyu genetics, the different bloodlines

and methods of raising and feeding Wagyu cattle.

Based at Ballan in central Victoria, the family owned company Beefcorp Australia, breeds Fullblood and 

Crossbred Wagyu on Victorian farms, and manages all stages of production from paddock to plate.

All Sher Wagyu Fullblood cattle can be traced back to their Japanese 

ancestors. Fullblood bulls of the finest Wagyu bloodlines are used to produce 

their Crossbred cattle. 

Nick and Vicki and their team continue to strive to improve all aspects of their 

Wagyu breeding, farming, beef production and marketing of this delicious 

beef.

MARBLING

• Marbling is the fine textured fat contained 

within the muscle . It enhances flavour, juiciness 

and tenderness. Wagyu marbling is unique and 

different to other cattle breeds due to its lower 

melting point and higher ratios of mono-

unsaturated to saturated fats.

• Selected genetics plus the way animals are 

raised and fed contribute to the level of 

marbling and flavour. Higher marbling will be 

a richer eating experience.

CHILLED WAGYU BEEF

AUSTRALIA

• Marbling is graded on a scale of 0-9 in the Ausmeat grading system. The Japanese grading system goes up 

to 12. Sher Wagyu bodies well above MS 9 are graded as MS 9+.

GRADING

• Sher Wagyu beef is assessed by independent Ausmeat accredited graders for marble score (MS), meat 

colour and fat colour.

• Bodies are graded between the 12/13th rib. This is the site between the striploin and the ribeye.

• All cuts from a body are then packed under that grade , even though different muscles lay down different 

levels & fineness of marbling. For example, a MS 9 striploin will have a higher level of marbling than the Eye 

of Rump from the same body.

HEALTH BENEFITS

Wagyu marbling has unique characteristics with higher ratio of mono-unsaturated to saturated fats than other 
cattle breeds. Wagyu beef contains more conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) than other beef breeds. CLA is a fatty 
acid with potent anti-carcinogenic properties, as well as being an anti-inflammatory agent. Wagyu genetics also 
yield beef higher in Omega-3 and Omega-6 fatty acids than other beef breeds.
Ref: Dr Tim Crowe, Deakin University
Ref: Prof. Stephen Smith, Meat Scientist, Texas A&M University
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ANIMAL WELFARE AND SUSTAINABILITY

• Cattle are raised under the highest standards of animal husbandry in both the grazing and feeding stages, as 

only happy healthy cows can produce the finest beef. Cattle are kept in their herd groups through the 

feeding and transport stages, ensuring industry best practices are implemented at all stages with low stress 

cattle handling.

• Farms are run under sustainable systems with wise water usage, maintenance of organic matter and perennial 

pastures, and natural fertilisers. Ongoing tree planting programs have resulted in over 12,000 trees planted 

on the Ballan home farm, creating shelter for cattle and pastures, enhancing biodiversity providing wild life 

corridors and capturing carbon.

• Cattle are HGP free (Hormone Growth Promotant free), and fed only natural ingredients free from antibiotics 

& free from growth hormones.

• The Feedlot is accredited under the National Feedlot Accreditation Scheme (NFAS) ensuring animal welfare 

and environmental requirements are met. Cattle are kept in their social groups throughout the feeding stage, 

have plenty of room, and always have access to water and feed. Manure from the feedlot is collected and 

composted for reuse as fertiliser.

CHILLED WAGYU BEEF

AUSTRALIA

Item # Description

BLACK LABEL MBS 8-9

104933 Tenderloin >3kg

104931 Ribeye >5kg

112340 Topside >10kg

SILVER LABEL MBS 6-7

104926 Tenderloin >3kg

104924 Ribeye >5kg

104927 Striploin >6kg

109151 D-Rump >6kg

RED LABEL MBS 4-5

109354 Tenderloin >3kg

104921 Ribeye >5kg

104922 Striploin >6kg
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ABOUT

S. Kidman & Co Pty Ltd is an iconic family company, founded by Sir Sidney Kidman in 1899, and is one of the 

Australia’s largest beef producers with a herd carrying capacity of 171,000 cattle across South Australia, West 

Australia, Queensland and the Northern Territory.

Building on the legacy of the legendary Sir Sidney Kidman, a friend and business partner of James Nicholas 

(Mrs. Rinehart’s maternal grandfather), Hancock and Shanghai CRED are growing the business, investing in 

innovative technologies to improve business practices and enhance efficiencies and developing new export 

markets.

The Kidman culture values:

• Rural tradition

• More than a century of success in the outback

• The land that sustains their herd

• Relationships with customers and suppliers

• The respect shown by Australians

• Employees and their loyalty

CHILLED GRAIN FED BEEF

AUSTRALIA

EX STOCKS /

**ON INDENT BASIS

PORTRAIT 100 DAYS GRAIN FED, CHILLED

Item # Description

110943 Tenderloin Boneless ±1.8kg, IW/VAC

110900 Cuberoll Boneless 3.5-4.8kg, IW/VAC

110675 Striploin Boneless ±5kg, IW/VAC

110679 Point End Brisket Deckle Off Boneless ±7kg, IW/VAC Indent
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The Midfield Group is a multi-faceted meat processing company built on solid 

farming foundations and embracing the values of life on the land.  It was the 

core values of life on the land, an eye for livestock and faith in the fertile farmland of 

south-west Victoria which prompted Midfield founder Colin McKenna to enter into an arrangement with a local 

abattoir to process his livestock and offer it for sale in Melbourne in 1975.  This original arrangement proved 

fruitful and when the opportunity arose to purchase the municipal abattoir in 1988, Colin took a punt on the 

business.

Located in Warrnambool, in the heart of Victoria’s pristine Great 

South Coast region and one of Australia’s prime dairying regions, 

Colin and a group of dedicated key staff have expanded the business 

to a company with multiple divisions which is a major player in the 

domestic and export market, with beef, lamb, veal, mutton and their 

by-products traversing Australia and the globe.

BEEF & VEAL

AUSTRALIA

EX STOCKS /

**ON INDENT BASIS

GRASS FED BEEF, CHILLED

Item # Description

106864 Tenderloin ‘A’ S/S off ±1.8kg

106863 Rib Eye (Cube Roll) ‘A’ 3.1-4.5kg

106862 Striploin ‘A’ 3.6-4.5kg

107115 Beef Cheek Boneless (Frozen) 1kg

107338 Beef Tongue Swiss Cut (Frozen) 1kg

110133 Short Rib ‘A’ Boneless Indent

VARIOUS FROZEN BEEF

Item # Description

110820 Burger Patties 10’s ±2kg

112405 Minced Beef 1kg
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Meltique beef was developed by Hokubee Co., Ltd (Japan) in 1984 and was 
inspired by the traditional French culinary method “Pique” which introduces fats 
into red meat to enhance flavour and tenderness. Meltique beef offers consistent 

tenderness and a high standard of food safety, ensured and achieved by our own patented food-processing 
technology and our strict quality assurance system.  This differs from products such as wagyu or grain-fed beef 
as they achieve intramuscular fat marbling through specific genetics and grain feeding programs.

Meltique Beef is not Wagyu or grain-fed and cannot be sold under these descriptions.

KEY BENEFITS

• Quality

• Consistent

• Always tender and juicy

• Extremely convenient

• Zero waste in the kitchen

• Safety

• Strict QA system

• Australia beef

• HACCP system

• All products are micro-tested in on-site laboratory, including a test 

for 0157 e. Coli.

• Sustainability

• Contribution to future food supply

• Efficient use of grass fed beef

• Sustainable feeding of high quality beef to the world

PROCESS

Hokubee’s method perfects the traditional French “larding” process and applies 

it successfully to a range of frozen beef products.  Defects are removed, and 

fat and silver skin are trimmed to a specified requirement.  The process ensures 

that all the juices are retained so the full flavour profile of the beef is 

consistently delivered.  The highest standards of hygiene and quality assurance 

are maintained through Hokubee’s fully equipped company laboratory.

FROZEN MARBLED BEEF

AUSTRALIA

Utilizing beef from grass fed cattle is one of the keys to consistent 

beef supply in the future. When it comes to eating quality, grass fed 

beef can be tougher than grain fed, especially the beef derived 

from aged cattle like cows. 

By applying “Meltique” method, we enhance the eating quality of 

that beef, in order to sustainably supply high eating quality beef to 

the world.
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STRIPLOIN, FROZEN

The Meltique Beef Striploin can be used for all types of cooking methods.  The striploin is trimmed of excess 

back fat to a depth of 15mm, saving time and money in the kitchen with little or no yield loss.  

Individually wrapped. Serving suggestions: Steak, Gyu-Katsu, Roast beef 

103934 Striploin 3-5 kg

103937 Striploin 3-5 kg HALAL

103938 Striploin Portion ±200gm

106345 Striploin Portion ±250gm

Striploin Cube 2.5 x 2.5cm ±1kg

111826

RIBEYE (CUBE ROLL), FROZEN

The Meltique Beef Cube Roll is the ultimate grilling steak, its tender juicy full-bodied flavour works 

perfectly for steakhouse restaurants.  The ratio of fat to red meat helps prevent the muscle fibres from 

drying out during any cooking method. Individually wrapped.

Serving suggestions:  Flame grilled, Beef bowl, Roast beef, Beef kebab

103926 Ribeye (Cuberoll) 3-5kg

105123 Ribeye (Cuberoll) 3-5kg HALAL

Ribeye (Cuberoll) Portion ±230gm

103930

Ribeye (Cuberoll) Shabu Shabu 5kg

110585

FROZEN MARBLED BEEF

AUSTRALIA

103935 Striploin Shabu Shabu 5kg

112266 Striploin Shabu Shabu +/-500gm
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100% IBERICO PORK

SPAIN
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100% IBERICO PORK

SPAIN

Contains Quercetin

An antioxidant that favours the 

elimination of free radicals 

responsible for aging.

High level of 

monosaturated fatty acids

That influence the level of 

cholesterol in the blood.  These 

help lower LDL cholesterol and 

increase HDL cholesterol.

Source of Vitamin E

A flavonoid that stands for its 

high antioxidant activity.
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Cabezada Collar Boneless ±2kg, Frozen

111683

Located after the loin with great firmness.  It has a morphology in 

the shape of a triangle.  This piece is located below the loin in a 

cranial direction, it is very firm.

Lomo (Loin) Boneless  ±580gm, Frozen

111681

It is the noblest piece, practically free of external fat, aponeurosis 

and tendons, with a high degree of marbling, which gives the meat 

a unique softness and tenderness. 

Pluma Boneless  ±625gm, Frozen

111679

This cut is particularly rich in intra muscular fat, making it very 

tender and juicy.  Its high concentration of monounsaturated fat 

(oleic acid) generates a characteristic flavour, as well as healthy 

benefits.

Presa Shoulder Steak Boneless ±625gm, Frozen

111680

This marbled cut of meat is attached to the scapula, forming the 

top part of the loin. 

Secreto Shoulder Blade Boneless ±750gm, Frozen

111682

Secreto is a flat piece, which forms part of the upper end of the 

flank.  Made of muscle fibers and fat, it is the high degree of 

marbling that gives this piece a typical veiny appearance 

and a tasty and juicy taste.

Abanico Boneless ±1kg, Frozen

113924

This piece is around the ribs and behind the head at the upper 

end of the back and shares the same muscles, but only at the 

junction point. It also includes the muscles at the back of the neck.

100% Natural / No Preservatives or Artificial Colourings / Gluten-Free and Lactose-Free

100% IBERICO PORK

SPAIN
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Located in Miyazaki Prefecture, Aya Town is a beautiful town with clean

water and abundant nature that has been designated as a UNESCO Eco

park since 2012.

Aya is located in the eastern part of Japan’s southern Kyushu Island, and

harbors one of the country’s largest remaining lucidophyllous forests. The

forest shows high biodiversity and embraces many indigenous species. Forest

therapy and traditional recycling based agriculture in Aya Town are an

ecotourism draw to the Biosphere Reserve.

Budou-buta are not raised in stressful conditions, so their piggery has less of

a scent than other piggeries and they are usually not prone to any illnesses.

This is one of the reasons that lends to the high safety of their meat. All of

the livestock cultivated in this environment are raised with the excellent water

and feed of Aya Town, however, “budou-buta” in particular, are kept in

living conditions that are very clean.

“Budou-buta” are fattened up by the members of the Agricultural Union Aya Pork

Committee. The idea, started by Mr Ejima. to utilize the remains of wine grapes that

were also produced in the town, the path to making a separate pork brand was not an

easy road. The creation of “budou-buta” only came about after a long period of trial

and error, and is due to the unyielding passion of the members of the Aya Pork

Committee.

Although there are several piggeries in Aya Town, there are only two farms that have

been selected to raise “budou-buta” pork, having cleared the incredibly high

production standards.

Map of Japan and UNESCO 

Eco park logo.

The clean water that flows

through the town was selected

as one of Japan’s hundred

famous waters, and Aya Town

is known as a place where

“people can live in harmony

with nature.”

FROZEN PORK

JAPAN
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The name “budou-buta” or “grape pork” comes from the grape husks

that are regularly added to the pig feed. These husks come from the

grapes are used to make “Aya Wine,” which is popular throughout

Japan.

They are rich in Vitamin E, which has revitalization properties and

create an even higher quality meat. The polyphenol which is found in

these grapes, has anti-bacterial properties which helps to keep the pigs

healthy and maintain their low stress levels. The meat of “budou-buta”

has a faintly sweet taste with no odour and smooth fat.

All of the pork overseen by the Aya Pork Committee is raised on

home-prepared corn and barley feed that is not genetically

modified. The fat of pork that is raised on this type of feed does

not easily turn yellow, and due to the low stress living conditions,

the quality of the meat is very soft and tender.

The Aya Pork Committee carefully check and maintain health

records of each individual pig, so that the amount of antibiotics

given is far less than the average administered within Japan.

Budou-buta pigs are administered even less antibiotics.

Item # Description

110189 Aya Budou Pork Loin Boneless ±4.5kg

110190 Aya Budou Pork Butt Boneless ±2.25kg

110191 Aya Budou Pork Belly Boneless ±5kg

FROZEN PORK

JAPAN
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PORK & LAMB

AUSTRALIA

EX STOCKS /

**ON INDENT BASIS

TENDER PLUS PORK, FROZEN

Item # Description

113787 Pork Tomahawk Steak French Trim ±300gm MW/VAC 2’s

103624 Pork Rack 10 Ribs Frenched Cap On >3kg

103625 Pork Belly Skin Off Boneless 3-5kg

103628 Pork Belly Skin On Boneless 2-3kg

105001 Pork Jowl Fillet >5kg

MIDFIELD LAMB

Item # Description

110292 Lamb Flap Bone In IW/VAC 20kg, Frozen

110152 Lamb Leg Boneless Netted IW/VAC 2.5kg, Chilled Indent

109752 Lamb Rack Frenched Cut Cap On Blade Out <1kg, Frozen Indent

112971 Lamb Rack Untrimmed CFO IW/VAC >1kg, Frozen

109103 Lamb Rump 2kg, Frozen

113027 Lamb Shank MW/VAC 4’s ±2kg, Frozen
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ABOUT

Crestwick Lambs are carefully selected from the best of Dorset breeds, and are cared for in pristine farming 

regions across Victoria & New South Wales.

WHAT ARE SPECIALS?

- Every Crestwick Lamb is carefully selected to meet a strict size criteria

- Final finishing touch, our expert butchers hand cut and portion all of 

our products to meet strict specifications.

- Our products don’t only deliver on taste, but also look great when presented 

on the plate

- Dorset breeds

- Cared for in pristine farming regions across Victoria & News South Wales

- 8-10months age

- Grain fed 7-14days before slaughter

- Aged min 21days before freeze down

- Aged min 21 days allows the flavor and texture of the meat to develop, resulting in a deliciously light, 

flavorsome and tender lamb product.

FROZEN LAMB

AUSTRALIA

Item # Description

113788 Lamb Rack Frenched Cut Cap On ±800gm

113789 Lamb Rack Untrimmed CFO ±1.2kg

113919 Lamb Loin Boneless ±1kg

113790 Lamb Fore Shank 4’s 1.2-1.4kg

113793 Lamb Shoulder Boneless ±2kg

113791 Lamb Leg Bone-in Chump Off 3.5-4kg

113792 Lamb Rib Plate Bone-in 2’s 0.8-1.2kg

113794 Lamb Flap Boneless ±600gm

113918 Lamb Saddle Bone-in ±1.5kg
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80 YEARS OF HISTORY

Ernest Soulard’s history is one of family, passion and tradition.  They have been specializing in duck meat 

products since 1936.  Over the past 80 years, the company has dedicated its experience and know-how 

towards the elaboration of products of outstanding quality.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY APPROACH

Waste management breeding and production is an essential concern for the company.  Ernest Soulard aims to 

integrate its environmental policy into all its activities.

• Farms are located in close proximity to the company, reducing carbon footprint

• Reduced gas consumption

• Waste reduction through recycling

• A new methanization factory on the production site has helped the environment since 2018:

• Improve the capacity to recover organic waste

• Improved hygiene of farm effluents

FROM EGG TO PLATE

Ernest Soulard manages every link in the production chain for its ducks to ensure the best quality possible.

For complete independence in its foie gras production, Ernest Soulard has its own processing plant.  Carefully 

deveined by hand at the production site at L’Oie, the livers are then prepared at the processing plant.  They are 

hand-seasoned to guarantee their authenticity, then packed and cooked as required.

Regular inspections and a vet on site helps ensure the good health and well being of the ducks on the farm.

DUCK LIVER & DUCK MEAT

FRANCE

DUCK LIVER PRESERVED CHILLED DUCK FAT

Whole Duck Liver (Crystal Jar) 

130gm

Ctn: 12 x 130gm

103767

Whole Duck Liver Glass Jar 50gm

Ctn: 12 x 50gm

103770

Duck Fat 3.4kg

Ctn:  3 x 3.4kg

112707
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ESCALOPE DE FOIE GRAS, FROZEN

• Pre-portioned, ready-to-cook.

• Optimal hygiene conditions.

• Very little melting when cooked.

• Identical texture, look and taste as fresh Foie Gras

Duck Liver Sliced CLASSIC 50gm 

±1kg

Ctn: 8 x ±1kg

112409

Duck Liver Sliced DISTINCTION 70gm 

±1kg

Ctn: 8 x ±1kg

112411

FOIE GRAS DE CANARD, FROZEN

Whole Duck Liver EXTRA 500-650gm 

Ctn: 10 x 500-650gm

112408

• Selected for its cream colour and texture. 

Between hard and souple.

• Perfect for making escalopes.

Whole Duck Liver RESTAURANT 

650-750gm 

Ctn: 10 x 650-750gm

112410

Excellent for terrines or torch-ons, as well as 

escalopes.

HUDSON VALLEY FARMS are a subsidiary of Hudson Valley Foie Gras, a company based in Ferndale, in the state 
of New York, founded in 1982 by one of its current owners, Mr. Izzy Yanay.  French production technique that 
was imported in 1994 by two producers from the South-West of France, namely Olivier and Emmanuel Nassans. 

RAISING A MULARD DUCK

The mulard duck is a hybrid obtained from the breeding of a male Muscovy duck and 
a female Peking duck. The ducklings hatch in a Quebec hatchery, where they are 
freely raised for 12 weeks to prevent contamination from wild birds. Once they have 
reached maturity, the gavage phase begins for 12 days inside group pens.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE RIGHT DIET

The ducks’ nutrition is 100% plant-based, with an optimal portion of high quality corn. The mulard duck is 
naturally fairly fat and therefore requires a very specific diet. The farm works with regional agricultural 
producers to provide the best feed.

DUCK LIVER & DUCK MEAT

CANADA

MUSCOVY RAW MEAT

The Muscovy duck is a large duck native to Mexico and Central and South America. Small wild and feral 

breeding populations have established themselves in the United States as well as in many other parts of North 

America, including southern Canada.  Although the Muscovy duck is a tropical bird, it adapts well to cooler 

climates, thriving in weather as cold as −12 °C (10 °F) and able to survive even colder conditions.

Muscovy Duck Breast (Male) 300-500gm

Ctn: 20 x 300-500gm

112412

Muscovy Duck Leg (Male) 6’s 350-450gm

Ctn: 4 x 6’s

112413

Large and fleshy, perfect for roasting, 

confit or even braising. Also ideal for making 

duck leg tajines or salads.
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HOW IT ALL STARTED ...

Nauta was established in 1946 in Brussels by Hendrik Nauta who came from Leeuwarden 

(Friesland) in the Netherlands. Shortly after graduating as a butcher, he founded his 

company in Belgium. In the early years, he not only produced pâté but also hams and 

frankfurters. However, in 1970, the huge success of the pâtés made the company decide 

to mainly focus on the production thereof. In 1992, a new production hall was built in 

Asse, just outside Brussels. In this contemporary building we still manufacture our products 

in accordance with the highest possible hygienic standards. The expertise was passed on 

from father to son, and now the third generation is in charge. Nauta has gained an 

international reputation for its tasteful, creamy homemade pâté. 

Item # Description Carton

111609

111625

111644

Pork Pate Ardennes (Coarse) Portion 150gm

Pork Pate Ardennes (Coarse) Block 500gm

Pork Pate Ardennes (Coarse) Block 1kg

12 x 150gm

6 x 500gm

2 x 1kg

111607

111627

111641

Pork Pate Brussels (Fine) Portion 150gm

Pork Pate Brussels (Fine) Block 500gm

Pork Pate Brussels (Fine) Block 1kg

12 x 150gm

6 x 500gm

2 x 1kg

111646 Pork Pate Green Pepper Block 1kg 2 x 1kg

111606

111647

Pork Pate Mushroom Portion 150gm

Pork Pate Mushroom Block 1kg

12 x 150gm

2 x 1kg

111608

111631

111640

Pork Pate Truffle Portion 150gm

Pork Pate Truffle Block 500gm

Pork Pate Truffle Block 1kg

12 x 150gm

6 x 500gm

2 x 1kg

PORK PATE

BELGIUM
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Snail (Helix Pomatia) Meat XL 450gm 

Ctn: 12 x 450gm

113392

The snail meat after drained is either used in shell 

with Burgundy stuffing, or for cassolettes or other 

aperitif recipes.

Snail w Garlic in XL Shell 48’s, Frozen

Ctn: 7 x 48’s

104784

The cooked Burgundy snails are marinated in 

Chablis, prepared in natural shells with butter, 

garlic and parsley stuffing.

Snail w Garlic & Parsley in Crusty Shells 12’s, Frozen

Ctn: 8 x 12’s

110086

Burgundy escargots in a crispy wafer shell and a spicy 

garlic-parsley preparation. The escargot shell is the 

absolute highlight because it can be eaten comfortably! 

The crispy wafer shells are the eye-catcher of every 

buffet or festive occasion.

Snail Shell Large Size 96’s

Ctn: 10 x 96’s

113393

Excellent in all culinary uses, to 

stuff or to use as a garnish. These empty snail 

shells and reuse them - just wash, dry and store 

until your next escargot party.

ABOUT

Omer Romanzini founded the cannery at La Riviere Drugeon in 1921, who inherited his know how from a long 

family tradition in snails.  From a traditional home made cannery business, Romanzini became a pioneer in the 

marketing of frozen prepared snails.

Modernized, structured and IFS certified, the factory now processes 45 million snails annually, mainly “wild” 

snails, collected in natural and healthy environments.    Innovation helps integrate new consumption patterns, with 

new products being developed.

For Romanzini, quality must go from field to plate, ensuring customers are satisfied with the constant quality all 

year long.

The workshops are equipped with efficient automated manufacturing processes which meet the constraints of

snail production:

Bacteriological controls of raw materials, ingredients and finished products

• Strict hygiene according to the principles of HACCP

• Precise sorting by calibers

• Production adapted to cope with extreme seasonality

• Electronic traceability for batch tracking and standardized logistics SSCC

The Burgundy Snail is harvested exclusively in meadows and woods because it does not 

support livestock and is very sensitive to pollution. It can only be found in areas with 

ecologically preserved nature. It cannot be farmed. Today, the Burgundy Snail is mainly 

harvested in Central Europe.

ESCARGOT

FRANCE
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RAW OCTOPUS, FROZEN

• Top Quality Frozen Whole Octopus Raw

• Presented clean eviscerated classified by size, individually packaged and labeled, 

with minimum Protection Glaze of 2%.

• The raw octopus retains the typical appearance of fresh octopus in terms of consistency, 

texture, colour smell and taste.

Raw Whole Octopus #00 4-6kg

107527

Raw Whole Octopus #3 0.5-1kg

112103

PRE-COOKED OCTOPUS, FROZEN

• High Quality Octopus Tentacles Cooked

• Cooked and served in the Traditional Mediterranean Way or Sushi style, “Ready to Eat”.

• Vacuum or Skin Packaged (Packages with fixed weight).

• The cooked frozen octopus maintains the properties and characteristic flavour of 

a freshly cooked octopus intact. 

Cooked Octopus Leg L Size, No 

Glazing ±280gm

107525

Cooked Octopus Leg M Size, No 

Glazing ±180gm

107526

The company has total control of the frozen octopus production throughout the distribution process, applying a 

traceability system based on the procedures of the main food safety organisations.  Their goal is to ensure that 

the Discefa quality remains the same, from the moment the octopus is fished until it reaches the tables of all 

consumers. 

SSC 22000 Food Safety System Certification

A food safety control system recognised by 

the GFSI, Global Food Safety Initiative, 

which guarantees food safety for consumers 

worldwide.

ISO 22000

ISO 22000 is a standard developed by 

the International Organisation for 

Standardisation addressing food safety 

throughout the entire supply chain.

FOOD TRACEABILITY & SANITATION CERTIFICATION

SUSTAINABILITY

We owe it to all of our seas, which is why one of Discefa’s priorities is to take care of them and 

preserve them in perfect condition for present and future generations. This is one of the ways 

they work towards the objective of ensuring the survival of our seas and bringing sustainable 

fishing skills to every corner of the globe.

IFS Food is a food safety standard recognized by the Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI). 

Audits companies that manufacture food or package bulk food products, focusing on 

aspects related to the safety and quality.

FROZEN OCTOPUS

SPAIN
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CAVIAR

FRANCE
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CAVIAR

FRANCE

BAERI CAVIAR

The Baeri is a small sturgeon, although it can measure up to three meters. 

It takes a minimum of six years of care and attention to obtain the first caviar grains.

Caviar Francais Baeri 30gm

113897

Harvested from young Acipenser Baeri

sturgeon, this caviar has a delicate 

texture and a small, dark grain. Its 

structure is lightly salted, yet complex. 

Caviar Baeri Paris 30gm

113899

Preparation has not changed since 

1921 and epitomizes the art of French 

caviar by Prunier. 

This caviar has been lightly salted, thus 

the grains retain their particular 

texture as well as its very fresh taste, 

leading to an exceptional taste 

experience combining fineness and

creaminess.

Caviar Baeri St James 30gm

113900

First introduced in 1932 at the opening 

of the Prunier Restaurant in London's 

Saint James Street and was later 

served at King George VI coronation 

in May 1937.

The Saint James caviar is smooth and 

very iodized. It has a copious taste 

and a superb length in mouth. It has 

silky grains and a unique texture that 

stems from its initial preparation from 

exceptionally fine Persian salt.

OSCIETRE CAVIAR

Ossetra, this mythical caviar has finally arrived at Prunier after 12 years of patient natural and respectful 

breeding of Prunier 100% French fabulous Acipenser Guldenstati sturgeons.

Caviar Oscietre Francais 30gm

113902

Produced with the unique know how of 

Prunier Manufacture, the Prunier 

Oscietre will seduce you with this 

anthracite brown colour and the shiny 

appearance of its grains. On the 

palate, it is characterized by the 

typical salting of Prunier which gives it 

a subtle taste of pleasantly salted 

hazelnut.

Caviar Oscietre Superior 30gm

113903

A rare caviar from 20% of production. 

With its light brown brown-gray grains 

and creamy texture, this caviar will 

delight the most subtle palates by 

providing a unique aromatic 

persistence.

Prunier’s mastery of the finest salts 

resulted a secret lightly salted osciètre

with a unique freshness. It will seduce 

your palates with a beautiful 

persistence that unfolds in successive 

waves.

Caviar Oscietre Noir 30gm

113904

Ossetra Noir is an exclusivity of the 

house, rare as it represents only 10% 

of production. 

Prunier black ossetra is unique, 

distinguished by its deep black color. 

A generous and silky texture on a 

slightly iodized grain, for a long 

aroma in mouth.
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SMOKED SALMON

The Finest Scottish Oak Smoked Salmon

Lossie Seafoods was founded over 100 years ago and is today renowned as one of Scotland’s leading artisan 

producers of quality Scottish smoked salmon.  Using time-honoured curing and smoking techniques developed 

over three generations, our master smokers have developed an excellent range of superb tasting Scottish 

smoked salmon.  Lossie Seafoods forge very close partnerships with our salmon suppliers to ensure that only the 

very best quality and sustainably grown fish are used at all times, which are sourced from the pristine waters of 

the Scottish west coast and the Northern Isles.

Pride of Scotland Scottish Smoked Salmon 100gm

104388

Norwegian Smoked Salmon Presliced > 1kg

104957

The texture is silky smooth, a little on the oily side, with a flavour that is subtly salty.

LOBSTER TAIL

• Wild caught and sustainably harvested

• Fresh caught, sweet taste and texture of a live lobster

• All natural and chemical free

• IQF nitrogen frozen: thaw individually and cook one at a time

Meridian Lobster Tail 4-5oz/pc Raw Frozen ±4.54kg

113120

SCALLOP

Japanese IQF Scallop 1kg

(10-20’s per lb)

Ctn: 10 x 1kg

111535

Plump with a succulent sweetness, serves as an excellent source of Vitamin B12 and Omega 3 fatty acids. Non 

sashimi grade, these jumbo scallops need to be pan-seared; sauteed or grilled.

SEAFOOD
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One of the oldest and most emblematic brands of Portuguese preserves with a great tradition in Portugal and in 

the world, La Gondola was founded in 1940 by Italians, in Matosinhos, a fishing town in the North of Portugal.

SUSTAINABILITY COMMITMENT

• Committed to the fair purchase of the raw material, only from sustainable and responsible fisheries. This 

includes favoring inshore fisherman purchases to keep their more traditional fishing methods alive, such as 

pole vaulting, hand-line, angling and other similar fisheries.

• Total dedication to transparency and traceability in all phases of our business, from fishing to the consumer's 

table. 

• Support the use of globally responsible practices in fisheries and aquaculture, reliance on scientific methods, 

research and data analysis to put less aggressive fishing methods and ecological extraction processes into 

practice. 

• Advocate the creation and conservation of marine reserves, especially those that are: a) explicitly designated 

as breeding and spawning areas; and b) being actively recaptured and rehabilitated as marine ecosystems.

• Collaborate with various environmental oriented organizations to: a) foster an understanding of the risks 

involved in exploring marine life and conducting valuable risk analyzes to mitigate those risks.

TUNA

La Gondola tuna is light and delicious, the fillets are produced completely manually.

Tuna in Olive Oil 120gm

Ctn: 12 x 120gm

112385

Tuna in Organic Olive Oil 120gm

Ctn: 12 x 120gm

112389

Ventresce White Tuna Belly in 

Olive Oil 120gm

Ctn: 12 x 120gm

112390

CANNED FISH

PORTUGAL

SARDINES

The company uses the true and authentic Atlantic sardine, 

the Pilchardus Sardine, according to the traditional 

Portuguese method. The sardines are selected and 

prepared by hand, one by one, and are pre-cooked by 

steam, only being canned after this process and watered 

with the different sauces.  

MACKEREL

La Gondola mackerel is called “white, white” because they 

use mainly mackerel of the species scomber japonicus, the 

species that abounds on the Portuguese mainland coast. It is 

with this fish that we produce the delicious mackerel fillets 

which, preserved in oil, have a special flavour and a velvety 

texture.

Sardine in Tomato Sauce 

& Olive Oil 120gm

Ctn: 12 x 120gm

112391

Sardine in Organic 

Olive Oil 120gm

Ctn: 12 x 120gm

112388

Mackerel Fillet in Organic Olive Oil 120gm

Ctn: 50 x 120gm

104241
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IBERICO HAM

SPAIN
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IBERICO HAM

SPAIN

JAMON GRAN RESERVA

Joselito Ham Gran Reserva is not like any other. Its shape is elongated and stylized and its flesh is fragrant and 

delicate, has a glossy appearance and a colour between pink and purple red.

Jamon Gran Reserva Bone-in 

7-10 kg, with minimum 48 months 

of curing

103943

Jamon Gran Reserva Boneless 

4-5 kg, with minimum 48 months of 

curing

103944

Jamon Gran Reserva Sliced 70gm, 

with minimum 48 months of curing

103949

VINTAGE JAMON GRAN RESERVA

In some exceptional cases, Joselito ham is elevated to the Vintage category and can take more than 82 months 

for curing. A unique process in the world, without shortcuts, without haste, that elevates this gastronomic jewel to 

the category of Sublime.

Vintage Jamon Gran Reserva Sliced 70gm

111495

Gift Box of 4 Packs x 70gm

111496

Indent

PALETA GRAN RESERVA

The Joselito Shoulder Ham is characterized by its great juiciness, delicate texture, and harmonious combination of 

the best meat with infiltrations of golden and pinkish fat.

Paleta Gran Reserva Boneless 2-3kg, 

with minimum 36 months of curing

109615

Paleta Gran Reserva Sliced 70gm,

with minimum 36 months of curing

103945
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Since 1933 maintaining the philosophy of tradition and excellence in the product of the early days, 

guaranteeing the taste and character of the Iberian breed, only in the world and one of the key reasons why 

Spain is linked to the term of gastronomy.

Iberian pork has always been the symbol of Julian Martin, for that reason its main 

concern is the care of the animal and everything that surrounds it, which leads to 

the quality of Julian Martin products.

Located in Alto Campillo de Guijuelo, where, being pioneers in this industry, everything 

begins as a seasonal activity such as the slaughter itself and it is on those beginnings 

where the company places their essence. The Iberian product was treated as unique 

due to the difficulty of having numerous herds and the time it took to cure the pieces. 

The care given by the first generations was comparable to that of a child since the 

family economy began to depend on them for a large part of the year.

These are the values that have been passed down from generation to generation, those of affection for a 

product that fed many families in times when it was not so easy and to which the people owe a lot. 

Julian Martin is country, is life, is Guijuelo and is Iberian.

IBERICO SAUSAGE

SPAIN

Iberico Lomo de Cebo ±1.3kg, 

cured minimum 3 months

109277

Iberico Chorizo Cebo 100gm

Ctn: 15 x 100gm

111195

Iberico Chorizo Cebo ±1.2kg, 

cured minimum 3 months, with 

natural casing

106774

Iberico Salchichon Cebo 100gm

Ctn: 15 x 100gm

111196

Iberico Salchichon Cebo ±1.3kg, 

cured minimum 3 months, with 

natural casing

106781
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PARMA HAM

Known for its sweetness the world over. Made from pork thighs of heavyweight pigs born and reared in the Po 

Valley. A strong character with an intense fragrance married with a long-lasting sweetness. 

Cured for 18 to 22 months.

Parma Ham Whole Boneless 18 months 

6-8 kg

105344

Parma Ham Sliced 100gm

Ctn: 10 x 100gm

105345

THE SWEET TASTE OF AN ANCIENT STORY

The name Zuarina dates back to a period in Italy’s history in the early 20th century when the Italian army seized

control of the Libyan base of Zuwarah. In honour of this, women proudly named their children Zuaro and Zuarina,

and this was the case with Ugolotti Zuarina, the founder’s wife. Since then, we have retained not only the name

but also the craftsmanship and know-how passed down through centuries of history.

ESTABLISHED IN LANGHIRANO IN 1860

Zuarina Parma Ham was first produced in Langhirano in 1860. It is a special place, where the woodlands of the

Apennines meet the coastal breeze drifting in from Tuscany. The curing cellars are founded in a prime location

for this fusion of flavours: the sea breeze travels over pine and chestnut trees, absorbing aromas that then infuse

slowly into our hams.

PARMA HAM

ITALY
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DELICATESSEN

VARIOUS

THE TASTE OF EXCELLENCE

For over 150 years, Loste Tradi-France has retained the family values and artisanal spirit of its founder, Pierre 

Loste. A butcher-charcutier by trade, he was the first to refine cured sausages on an industrial scale, thanks to a 

strong drive to combine tradition with modernity.  Today, it is with that same drive that Loste Tradi-France 

supports over 12,000 culinary artisans in their everyday work.

Grand Saloir Rosette Long Duc De Coise Salami 1.4kg

110188

The premium Duc de Coise recipe cured sausage!  This particularly lean traditional 

recipe sausage is low in fat (16%) and made from top quality meat with no 

added flavourings.

BACON & COLD CUTS

Smoked Streaky Bacon 1kg

Ctn: 8 x 1kg

103652

Steamed Cooked Ham Rolled 

±3kg

104735

Steamed Cooked Ham Sliced 

±500gm

111366
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Marques de Valdueza Extra Virgin Olive Oil 500ml

Ctn: 6 x 500ml

104370

From the richness that the immense variety of olive types in 

Spain offers, Marquis de Valdueza chooses four varieties 

(Arbequina, Picual, Hojiblanca and Moriscato) to produce 

chef's oils whose tastes and versatility have made them 

favourites in hundreds of professional kitchens around the 

world. These oils have also found their way into the kitchen 

of countless home chefs who are concerned about quality, 

consistency, stability and flavour.

Merula Extra Virgin Olive Oil 500ml

Ctn: 12 x 500ml

104371

Merula was born from the request of some chefs who finish 

their dishes with Marques de Valdueza and were looking 

for an oil with a similar taste profile for both hot and cold 

applications in the kitchen. Merula, a little more mature with 

an open, subtle taste, fit their request in that it is based on 

the Marques de Valdueza coupage, but with a less taste-

dominating blend that allows the chefs to combine flavours 

and aromas without overpowering them.

Marquess of Villanueva de Valdueza (Spanish: Marqués de Villanueva de Valdueza), commonly 

known as Marquess of Valdueza is a hereditary title in the Peerage of Spain accompanied by the 

dignity of Grandee, granted in 1624 by Philip IV to Fadrique Álvarez de Toledo, an important 

General of the Spanish Navy who prevented the Dutch conquest of Colonial Brazil.  

The title gave birth to the eponymous award-winning brand "Marqués de Valdueza", a high-end producer of 

olive oil, red wine, honey and vinegar managed by the current Marquesses of Valdueza and sold all over the 

world. It has been praised as "one of the greatest olive oils" by the Financial Times, Vogue, Tatler, Fortnum & 

Mason, The Guardian and several other institutions.

Don José María de Ybarra founded Ybarra in 1842. Ybarra emerged with total dedication to 

the production of olive oil and later expanded our business to the market of: mayonnaises, sauces, 

vinegars, vegetables, olives, tomatoes and salt.

Quality is the basic principle of Ybarra’s business philosophy. We maintain high quality standards 

and we care for the elaboration process of our products from their origin.

Cotoliva Extra Virgin Olive Oil 5L

Ctn: 3 x 5L

104954

Cotoliva Pomace Olive Oil 5L

Ctn: 3 x 5L

104953

Ybarra selects the best olives and controls every process of the press 

of oil. For this reason, thousands of tastings are done every year to 

preserve the high quality of our Extra Virgin Olive Oil, which is ideal 

for direct drinking, using in your stews or as the final touch on your 

appetizers.

Odor and taste lightly fruity and soft. Golden yellow colour.

By extracting the residual oil from olive press-cake, Pomace Olive oil 

is carefully refined and then combined with Extra Virgin Olive oil. 

Cholesterol free, and richly containing Vitamins E, and A.

EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE & POMACE OIL

SPAIN
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LAUDEMIO BY FRESCOBALDI

In the Middle Ages, Laudemio was the name of the best part of the harvest, destined for the landlord’s table. It 

originated from the Latin word “laude”, which meant with praise, excellence. Today, the Laudemio Frescobaldi 

represents the highest expression of the extra virgin olive oil coming from Frescobaldi's olive groves.  Frescobaldi 

Group is a family-owned leading Italian agricultural company specialized in fine wine and olive oil.  The 

Frescobaldi name carries with it the on-going responsibility of cultivating the best of Tuscan diversity.

Laudemio Extra Virgin Olive Oil 2022 250ml

Ctn: 12 x 250ml

114197

Laudemio Frescobaldi 2022 has a very pungent a decisive 

character. The colour is intense, emerald green. 

The scents are of fresh olives, just harvested and pressed. 

On the palate it is bitter and spicy at the same time, with a 

typical Tuscan taste of artichoke and wild arugula. 

In the mouth it feels clean and astringent with a long lasting 

pungent spicy note.

THE HARVEST

In March, and never after March, the olives are picked early in the 

ripening season, when blushing from green to purple, to capture 

the emerald-green colour and fresh flavours.

THE MILLING

The olives are pressed within a few hours from picking, in the Frescobaldi’s mill, in Castello Nipozzano.

These key processes ensure the ideal composition: perfect low acidity, a great aromatic profile and numerous 

health properties.

THE SELECTION

Frescobaldi ultimately makes a rigid selection and only the finest extra virgin olive oil is selected to become 

Laudemio Frescobaldi.

SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainable cultivation of the land to produce products which 

perfectly represent and fully illustrate the diversity of the 

family estates.

OLIVE OIL

ITALY
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A WALNUT OIL THAT WILL MAKE HISTORY OF THE PAILLARD CHERVIER FAMILY…

It all began in 1898, when Abel PAILLARD, in a small Bourbonnais village in Lapalisse , began to produce walnut 

oil . He will therefore become a master cruet and for nearly 30 years, he watches, he prints his paw. To produce 

a quality oil, everything is a question of time, only, for him, the material deserves respect… "The oil mill of 

Lapalisse" knew how to preserve this artisanal know-how which makes the excellence of oils for more than 118 

years old.

MORE THAN A BRAND, A SIGNATURE

he result of a new dynamic vision, diversity and harmony resulting from a past rich in 

meaning. Thus was born ABEL PAILLARD oil: A range of virgin, fine, organic, flavored and 

special oils , meeting your expectations while preserving all the nutritional virtues of the 

fruit and the aromas of artisanal oils.

The reputation of the Lapalisse oil mill was built around its exceptional walnut oil and this 

heritage passed down through the same family from generation to generation. The Lapalisse 

oil mill reaffirms its attachment to the ancestral know-how of its founder. Even today, it 

advocates respect for tradition and the quest for taste in order to develop a palette of 

flavours where nature is a sign of elegance. She masters a gourmet repertoire, signed Abel 

PAILLARD , which takes you on an exceptional olfactory and taste journey.

PURE OILS BY ABEL PAILLARD

Abel Paillard pure oils range gets down to basics by offering a wide assortment of traditional and original oils 

from fruits and seed, walnuts, hazelnuts, avocados, pistachios… They are authentic and produced in compliance 

with the purest traditions and thus allow you to diversify seasonings and flavours.

Walnut Oil 500ml

Ctn: 6 x 500ml

103910

This oil is rich in omega 3 and vitamin E. 

An oil with a golden yellow color, balanced 

and fruity with sophisticated flavours, a 

powerful and fresh taste of fresh walnuts. 

It is mainly used cold for seasonings.

Hazelnut Oil 500ml

Ctn: 6 x 500ml

103911

An oil rich in vitamin E. An oil with a golden 

yellow color with a unique taste, very 

elegant and balanced, it proves excellent 

to all sorts of uses. 

It is mainly reserved for seasoning.

Grapeseed Oil 500ml

Ctn: 6 x 500ml

103912

Grapeseed Oil 5L

Ctn: 4 x 5L

110600

An oil mainly consisting of oleic acid (omega 6). 

An oil with a pale yellow colour, it develops almost no 

taste, just a touch of freshness in your mouth. Perfectly 

stable, it easily withstands high temperatures.

ARTISAN OIL

FRANCE
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MUSTARD

The mustard has been consumed for 3000 years by the Chinese and has been present since the highest antiquity. 

Originally, the mustard refers to an herbaceous plant from the Mediterranean region, whose seeds are used to 

create the eponymous product.

The production of mustard, Dijon as well as grain, involves several steps: the cleansing, the rolling, the soaking, 

and the grinding (we have the grain mustard precisely at this stage). To produce Dijon mustard, some other steps 

are added, including the filtering and the de-aeration. To produce aromatised mustards, heating and the 

sweetening of the mustard are taken and finally the flavouring through the addition of herbs and spices.

Percheron Freres mustard is made from a 

variety of seed called Brassica Juncea better 

known as “brown seeds” and from another 

variety called Sinapis Alba also known as 

“white seeds”.

Its characteristic is to delivery a very spicy note 

when it’s being ground.  To product Percheron 

mustards, the seed is mixed with a “verjuice” 

(water, salt, vinegar) whose composition can 

change according to the recipe.  The use of different vinegars, wines, spices, herbs or fruits makes it possible to 

create a wide range of mustards, with different flavours. The mustard is now an integral component in the 

kitchen.

DIJON MUSTARD

The Dijon mustard is not a registered designation of 

origin but a recipe. Very spicy, the Dijon mustard is 

exclusively made with brown seeds, called Brassica 

Juncea. 

WHOLE GRAIN MUSTARD

Unlike the Dijon mustard, the grain mustard is not 

filtered, but it’s entirely made from whole brown 

seeds: this is what gives the granular texture and its 

slightly less spicy taste. 

Dijon Mustard 200gm

Ctn: 6 x 200gm

104419

Whole Grain Mustard 500gm

(Pommery Style)

Ctn: 6 x 500gm

104424

Dijon Mustard 1kg

Ctn: 6 x 1kg

104417

Whole Grain Mustard 1kg

Ctn: 6 x 1kg

104423

Dijon Mustard 5kg

Ctn: 2 x 5kg

104418

Whole Grain Mustard 5kg

Ctn: 2 x 5kg

104425

MUSTARD & VINEGAR

FRANCE
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FROM SOUR WINE TO VINEGAR

It was not until the 19th century and Pasteur's work on 

microorganisms to understand the phenomenon of acetification: the 

acetic bacterium which, in the presence of air, fixes the oxygen in 

the air on alcohol and turns it into vinegar.

The vinegar does not contain alcohol. The percentage indicated on the bottle corresponds to the measurement of 

acidity and the percentage of acidity of wine vinegar is 6 to 7% while apple cider vinegar is displayed at 5%.

The raw materials are chosen with the greatest attention: they are the first ones that make the greatness of a 

vinegar.  Percheron vinegars are the result of natural fermentation, it is a "Mycoderma Aceti" bacterium which 

will transform the alcohol contained in wine or cider into vinegar.  Fermentation in an immersed medium allows 

the vinegar to retain all the flavour of the wine used. Filtration, storage and packaging are subject to very strict 

rules guaranteeing the vinegars optimal conservation.

VINEGAR

Item # Description Carton

104428 Champagne Vinegar 500ml 6 x 500ml

104431 Chardonnay Vinegar 500ml 6 x 500ml

104426 Raspberry Vinegar 500ml 6 x 500ml

104427 Sherry (Xeres) Vinegar 500ml 6 x 500ml

104421 Red Wine Vinegar 500ml 6 x 500ml

104429 White Wine Vinegar 500ml 6 x 500ml

GHERKINS CORNICHONS)

Gherkins Cornichons 380gm

Ctn: 12 x 380gm

104422

Gherkins Cornichons 4kg

Ctn: 5 x 4kg

111570

MUSTARD & VINEGAR

FRANCE
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CARANDINI VINEGAR .. PASSION PRESERVED

Ever since 1641, the finest vinegar of Modena has borne the surname Carandini, 

one of the oldest noble families of Modena. Its healthful properties and characteristic 

flavor - bittersweet, balanced and harmonious - are the fruits of a long- established 

artisanal tradition handed down from generation to generation. Now, as then, the 

direct descendants of those noble practitioners of taste are passionate about producing

outstanding balsamic vinegars appreciated all over the world. 

BALSAMIC VINEGAR

ITALY

THE ENVIRONMENT AND A LOOK TOWARDS CIRCULAR ECONOMY.

Carandini has always been very attentive to water resources and consumption. Indeed, since 2015 the company 

has been using a state-of-the-art biological purification system that biologically treats the waste water from in-

house processing.

BALSAMIC VINEGAR OF MODENA PGI AND CONDIMENTS IN HARMONY WITH A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

Carandini’s commitment in terms of environmental sustainability stems from the awareness that Sustainability must 

come from each of us, from collective participation, from the strength of believing, although a drop in the ocean, 

can trigger a virtuous process capable of making a difference.  This commitment takes the form of promoting 

activities in the short, medium and long term aimed at creating a responsible interaction with the environment 

while preserving the protection of the natural balance, with the people and the community.
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BALSAMIC VINEGAR

ITALY

CERTIFIED QUALITY

We have never stopped believing in quality. Four centuries of history speak for themselves, as well as the 

certifications we have obtained. Every detail of production must meet the highest quality standards. Only in this 

way can Carandini offer our customers the highest quality and safety.

Red Grape Vinegar 

500ml

Ctn: 12 x 500ml

113856

White Grape Vinegar 

500ml

Ctn: 12 x 500ml

113857

Balsamic Vinegar of 

Modena (Black) 500ml

Silver Tower

Ctn: 12 x 500ml

113858

Balsamic Vinegar of 

Modena (White) 500ml

Yellow Tower

Ctn: 12 x 500ml

113859
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TRADITIONAL BALSAMIC VINEGAR BELL BALSAMIC VINEGAR

Traditional Balsamic Vinegar of 

Modena 12 Years DOP 100ml

103564

Its flavour is traditionally inimitable, 

sweet-sour, perfectly balanced.  

It has a syrupy density, a 

complex though characteristic 

and penetrating flavour.

Traditional Balsamic Vinegar of 

Modena 25 Years DOP 100ml, 

Gold Label

103563

The ageing process is prolonged for 

25 years as to give the vinegar a 

strong personality. Full-bodied and 

persistent flavour with surprisingly 

balanced sour-and-sweet profile and 

a slightly fruity flavour.

Bell Silver Balsamic Vinegar of 

Modena IGP 250ml

Ctn: 12 x 250ml

103574

Bell Silver of Modena, aged in oak 

barrel for minimum 60 days, is a low-

medium density vinegar. It has a 

characteristic penetrating aroma with 

harmonious acidity, and a well-

balanced sweet and sour taste.

BELLEI FAMILY

Since the 19th century the Bellei family managed Lambrusco vineyards and 

the production of Traditional Balsamic Vinegar. Over time it has remained 

faithful to the production of aged and high density vinegars, distinguishing 

itself first on the Italian territory and then on the international one. Masters in 

the production of Balsamic Vinegar, Acetaia Bellei made the rigorous choice 

of dedicating itself wisely and exclusively to Balsamic Vinegar, concentrating 

on it the entire collection.

Acetaia Bellei stands out as a higher quality producer of Balsamic 

Vinegar of Modena dedicated to the production of a unique and 

inimitable product thanks to the respect of the most rigorous quality 

standards and the careful selection of raw materials, only Italian 

and from selected local suppliers.

Tradition has ancient roots in the history of the Acetaia Bellei and 

permeates the know-how of a product that educates the palate to 

quality and refinement. A gesture of love for ourselves and for 

those who share this experience with us.

BALSAMIC VINEGAR

ITALY

CLASSIC BALSAMIC VINEGAR BALSAMIC VINEGAR SPRAY

Araldica Balsamic Vinegar of 

Modena IGP

Ctn: 12 x 500ml

103566

Ctn: 2 x 5L

106544

Particularly suitable when you want to 

give flavour and freshness to the dish, 

but not to thicken. Its taste is 

characterized by notes of fresh fruit 

and caramel, its pungency is well 

perceivable, its acidity is pleasant 

and well balanced.

Villa Edda White Balsamic Vinegar 

500ml

Ctn: 12 x 500ml

111216

The fluidity and acidity make it ideal 

for fresh or cooked vegetable dishes 

or mixed salads. Perfect in bringing 

out the freshness and acidity in a fish 

dish.

Araldica Balsamic Vinegar of 

Modena IGP Spray 250ml

Ctn: 12 x 500ml

112894

The easy-to-use spray bottle adds a 

light although important touch. 

Araldica Silver has a 1,07 density.
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PREMIUM DENSE VINEGAR COOKED GRAPE MUST ORGANIC

Premium Balsamic Vinegar of 

Modena “5 Shields” 250ml

Ctn: 6 x 250ml

111827

Aged in oak barrels, it 

is characterized by a 

harmonious sweet-and-

sour flavour, whose fruity notes remind 

of plum, fig and autumn fruit. The 

handkerchief with Modena map, the 

iconic Bellei finish, hand-made with the 

same canvas as the barrique cellar. 

The sugar content, provided by the 

cooked grape must, offers a genuine 

balance to acidity. Goes perfectly 

with cheese dishes and perfect for 

traditional dishes from boiled meat to 

roast meat to fatty fish such as eel.

Balsamic Saba 250ml

Ctn: 6 x 250ml

110205

Saba has an incredible 

fruity flavour and not 

pungent with notes of 

grapes, plums, and 

raisins. Saba can be used is 

various ways, baking, on meat, game 

and vegetable dishes. 

It is also a great addition over ice 

cream, desserts and fresh fruit. 

Organic Dulcagrum Balsamic 

Vinegar of Modena 250ml

Ctn: 6 x 250ml

111783

Perfect balance between 

the sour and the sweet and 

by a strong and enveloping 

taste that enhances the taste 

of every dish. Matured in oak 

barrels. Dulcagrum Bio does not 

contain gluten, lactose, fat, and 

caramel. An excellent combination for 

salads, fresh vegetables, cooked or 

grilled.

GLASSY GLAZE W BALSAMIC VINEGAR OF MODENA

Naturally flavoured, vegetarian, gluten free, no GMO

Glassy Silver Classic 250ml

Ctn: 6 x 250ml

105840

Characteristic and penetrating 

aroma, with harmonious acidity. 

Well balanced sweet-and-sour taste, 

savoury with velvety shade. It is a very 

thick cream that adapts to the flavour 

and decorations of many dishes.

Glassy White Glaze 250ml

Ctn: 6 x 250ml

109140

It has a characteristic and penetrating 

aroma, with harmonious acidity. 

Well balanced sweet-and-sour taste, 

savoury with velvety shade.  It is a 

very thick cream that adapts to the 

flavour and decorations of many 

dishes.

Glassy Fig Glaze 250ml

Ctn: 6 x 250ml

105843

The Fig glaze creates a perfect 

match with ham, meat, seasoned 

cheese, and fruit.

Glassy Lemon Glaze 250ml

Ctn: 6 x 250ml

105842

The lemon glaze is perfect as an 

addition to poached fish fillets, 

oysters, mussels and clams, biscuits, 

vegetables, chicken, duck, and fruit.

Glassy Raspberry Glaze 250ml

Ctn: 6 x 250ml

105841

The Raspberry glaze is perfect as an 

addition to white and red meat, 

cheese, fruit tarts, ice cream, and fruit 

in general.

Glassy Truffle Glaze 250ml

Ctn: 6 x 250ml

105844

The Truffle glaze perfectly matches

with risotto, eggs, and vegetables.

BALSAMIC VINEGAR

ITALY
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BALSAMIC VINEGAR PEARLS

ITALY

Since 1889, the vinegar factory Andrea Milano has refined the techniques of production 
without ever losing sight of the great Italian wine tradition.  Today, the first beech 
chipboard barrels have been replaced by modern acetifying machines, but none of the 
heritage of tradition and experience, matured over the last 100 years, have been 
sacrificed.

PEARLS WITH BALSAMIC VINEGAR OF MODENA

The Atmosphere vinegar pearls are born from the encounter between taste and refinement.  Perfect spheres with 

an intense aromas to accompany your favourite dishes with a touch of originality.  Give wines to your 

imagination and lee your creativity fly and amaze your guests with extraordinary recipes.

VINEGAR PEARLS PEARL ATMOSPHERE
WRAPPING
OF TASTE

PLANET

Black Balsamic 

Pearls 50gm

Ctn: 12 x 50gm

112493

Pearls with Balsamic 

Vinegar of Modena.

Perfect on bruschetta 

and mozzarella.

White Balsamic 

Pearls 50gm

Ctn: 12 x 50gm

112494

Pearls with white 

condiment.

Perfect on bruschetta, 

carpaccio and 

mozzarella.

Truffle Balsamic 

Pearls 50gm

Ctn:12 x 50gm

112496

Truffle Pearls

Perfect on meat.

Lemon Balsamic 

Pearls 50gm

Ctn: 12 x 50gm

112495

Lemon Pearls

Perfect on fish.

Cherry Balsamic 

Pearls 50gm

Ctn: 12 x 50gm

112497

Cherry Pearls

Perfect on white 

meat.

The finest raw materials, carefully selected from the best Italian regions, 
allow the company to obtain unique vinegars and preserve ancient 
flavours and tastes that would otherwise be lost.  The combination of 
past and future, along with tradition and innovation, is one of the main 
objectives that Acetificio Andrea Milano has set itself.

Art has no age ... like the great vinegars
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Established in 1980 by Giovannino Cecchini and his wife, Tartufi Jimmy is dedicated to the research and 

development of new products of excellence to dynamically satisfy the demands of an increasingly demanding 

market, transmitting the values of this millenary and natural tradition with experience and passion.  

Tartufi Jimmy is specialized in high quality truffle-based preserved products. Truffles possess a unique heritage 

for quality, flavour, aroma and just as good to think about. The availability of these precious tubers is closely 

linked to the season and climate.

Territory

VALUES & CERTIFICATIONS

TRUFFLE & TRUFFLE PRODUCTS

ITALY

UMBRIA, THE GREEN HEART OF ITALY

Umbria is the green heart of Italy, its territory is full of parks, protected areas and areas of 

naturalistic interest. It has preserved precious truffles of many varieties for centuries. Flora, fauna, 

waterways, lakes and geological stratifications, all elements that represent the essence of this 

unique region in the world.

Water Recovery

• Daily reduction in the use of water from the public 

aqueduct

• Use of rain water purified through our recovery system

Energy Saving

• We produce clean energy through our 73kw solar 

power system

• We use low emission thermal windows

• We use a plc controlled ventilation system

Industry 4.0

• Innovative production system with equipment adequate 

to industry 4.0
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Territory

TRUFFLE & TRUFFLE PRODUCTS

ITALY

PURE TRUFFLE RESERVE

Black Summer Truffle Frozen

112335

Its black period has a very warty bark 

from which the name “Scorzone Estivo” 

also derives.

Summer Truffle Whole 50gm

Ctn: 12 x 50gm

112426

Whole Summer Truffle, 

Truffle Juice, Salt, Flavour

Winter Black Truffle Sliced 50gm

Ctn: 12 x 50gm

112427

Black Truffle Slices (Tuber 

Melanosporum Vitt), Sunflower Oil 

29%, Salt, Natural Flavour

Summer Truffle Sliced 130gm

Ctn: 12 x 130gm

112428

Summer Truffle 64%, Sunflower Oil 

34%, Salt, Flavouring

Summer Truffle Minced 130gm

Ctn: 12 x 130gm

112429

Summer Truffle 70%, Exta Virgin Olive 

Oil 26%, Salt, Flavouring

Dried Summer Truffle Slices with 

Grinder 10gm 

Ctn: 12 x 10gm

113725

The delicate taste of dried Summer 

Truffle in a grinder gives a real chef’s 

touch to your dishes.

TRUFFLE SAUCE & PASTE

Truffle Sauce 5% 500gm

Ctn: 6 x 500gm

112430

Sunflower Oil 10%, 

Extra Virgin Olive Oil 6%, 

Meadow Mushrooms,

Black Olives, Salt, Flavouring

Hot Truffle Chili Sauce 100gm

Ctn: 12 x 100gm

113324

Summer Truffle 5%, Red Chili Peppers

Truffle Paste 500gm

Ctn: 12 x 500gm

112437

Summer Truffle 2%, Summer Truffle 

Juice, Champignon Mushrooms, Extra 

Virgin Olive Oil 16%, Sunflower Oil 

7%, Grated Bread, Salt, Natural 

Flavour, Parsley, Garlic

TRUFFLE SPECIALTIES

Black Truffle Juice 200ml

Ctn: 12 x 200ml

112432

Black Truffle Juice 97.5%, Winter 

Black Truffle 0.5%, Salt, Flavour

Truffle Based Acacia Honey 

120gm

Ctn: 12 x 120gm

112431

Acacia Honey 99%, Dried  Summer 

Truffle 0,5%, Flavouring

Truffle Seasoning Spice 45gm

Ctn: 12 x 45gm

113065

Dried Summer Truffle 1%, Carob 

Flour, Flavouring
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TRUFFLE OIL

Olive Oil with White 

Truffle 250ml

Ctn: 6 x 250ml

112433

Olive oil 99%, Flavouring

Olive Oil with Black Truffle 

250ml

Ctn: 6 x 250ml

112434

Olive oil 99%, Flavouring

Sunflower Oil with White 

Truffle 250ml

Ctn: 6 x 250ml

112435

Sunflower oil 99%, aroma, 

dried white truffle 0.01%

TRUFFLE & TRUFFLE PRODUCTS

ITALY

TRUFFLE SALT

Truffle Salt 100gm

Ctn: 12 x 100gm

112436

Fine Sea Salt 98,5%, Dried Summer 

Truffle 1%, Flavourings

Sea Salt with Truffle 80gm, with 

Grinder

Ctn: 12 x 80gm

113727

Selected slices of Summer Truffle 

embellish this whole salt rich in natural 

minerals. The practical grinder 

package will make it very easy to use.

Himalayan Sea Salt with Truffle 

80gm, with Grinder

Ctn: 12 x 80gm

113726

Directly from the peaks of the 

Himalayas, here comes our exclusive 

Pink Salt which, combined with the 

precious White Truffle, creates an 

ideal condiment for your most 

sophisticated dishes

READY TO EAT TRUFFLE PASTA SAUCE

Truffle & Mushroom 

Sauce 180gm

Ctn: 12 x 180gm

112518

Truffle Sauce 180gm

Ctn: 12 x 180gm

112517

Truffle & Parmigiano 

Sauce 180gm

Ctn: 12 x 180gm

112516

Truffle & Tomato Sauce 

180gm

Ctn: 12 x 180gm

112515

PASTA BREADSTICK

Black Truffle Egg Pasta 

Nest 250gm

Ctn: 20 x 250gm

113428

This truffle nests egg pasta is an 

artisanal product made from egg 

pasta, durum wheat pasta, and black 

truffle. No additives or preservatives 

are used in this artisan pasta, which 

creates a natural, rich cooked dish.

Black Truffle Tagliolini Egg Pasta 

250gm

Ctn: 20 x 250gm

113427

The thin cut and slow drying at low 

temperatures make this pasta porous, 

impalpable in thickness, making it the 

authentic expression of a refined and 

truly classy product.

Breadstick with Truffle 

120gm

Ctn: 12 x 120gm

112949

Soft wheat flour type "O", Extra Virgin 

Olive Oil 5%, Summer Truffle Brisura 

3% (Tuber Aestivum Vitt - 66.5%:

Summer Truffle and Extra Virgin Olive 

Oil, 33.5% Aroma), salt, yeast
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TRUFFLE SLICED

Black Summer Truffle Sliced 180gm

Ctn: 6 x 180gm

106235

The preserved black truffle slices in olive oil preserves its characteristic 

aroma. It's a simple but important product, because it can be a good 

substitute for fresh truffles with the advantage of being able to use it 

throughout the year.

TRADITION, NATURE AND TECHNOLOGY

The brothers Luigi and Angelo Dattilo have always shared their love for nature, 

forests, mushrooms and truffle. This allowed the company, founded with the name 

Appennino Funghi e Tartufi, and then renamed Appennino Food Group Spa, to 

become a reference point in its sector. Passion is still the main ingredient, but there 

is so much more. Thirty-years’ experience of the Dattilo brothers ensures the choice 

of the best raw material and extreme care is then applied when the latter are 

handled. Most recent technologies guarantee safe, certified and traceable 

products, with an unforgettable intense aroma.

THE AREA

Appennino Food is situated in Val Samoggia, one of the most picturesque areas of the Bologna hills. In spring 

they are a cloud of flowering cherries, verdant green in summer, a riot of colour in autumn and a dusting of snow 

here and there in winter.

These valuable products, which are sensitive to any variation in the environment, require exceptional care even 

before germination, during growth and then in searching for them and in their collection. Cared for by each ‘ 

valligiano’ or hill collector who, with the generosity of nature, allows the forests to remain intact, allowing anyone 

who climbs this valley, views of breath-taking beauty, and a copious availability of "fruits of the earth" searched 

for with the love and respect that comes from a passion for nature.

This pristine landscape, in its scattered woodlands, still offers an abundance of nature’s produce mushrooms and 

truffles, which Appennino Food gently collects, through its numerous truffle and mushroom collectors.

TRUFFLE & TRUFFLE PRODUCTS

ITALY
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TRUFFLE SAUCE

Truffle Sauce 180gm

Ctn: 6 x 180gm

106238

Truffle Sauce 500gm

Ctn: 6 x 500gm

109932

TRUFFLE SALT

Black Truffle Salt 100gm

Ctn: 6 x 100gm

111323

Despite being one of the recent creations, this truffle salt is already one of the most appreciated products. 

In its simplicity, it is a basic item, essential in all the kitchens. Ideal to enrich the flavour of roasts, braised meats 

and in general meat-based dishes.

TRUFFLE FLAVOURED OIL

White Truffle Oil 250ml

Ctn: 6 x 250ml

106229

White Truffle Oil 500ml

Ctn: 6 x 500ml

106228

The lack of personality in olive oil makes the 

mark of the white truffle stand out, also 

excellent used as a condiment to complete 

various dishes.

Black Truffle Oil 250ml

Ctn: 6 x 250ml

106230

The sweet aroma of black truffles melanosporum, especially 

used in French cuisine, is enclosed in an infusion of the best 

Italian olive oil. Ready to use, 

it’s a good support to finish your daily dishes.

Champignon mushrooms, black olives and 

truffles, all minced, seasoned with only a 

pinch of salt and mixed with a drizzle of 

olive oil create a delicious sauce that has a 

consistency that is not creamy but rough and 

it makes relish fully the taste of all the 

ingredients.

TRUFFLE & TRUFFLE PRODUCTS

ITALY
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TRUFFLE FLAVOURED OIL TRUFFLE JUICE

Black Truffle Flavoured Sunflower 

Oil 250ml

Ctn: 12 x 250ml

104688

White Truffle Flavoured Sunflower 

Oil 

Ctn: 12 x 250ml

104687

Ctn: 12 x 5L

104689

Black Truffle Juice 

1st Choice 200gm

Ctn: 20 x 200gm

104706

Juice extracted by cooking.  All the 

truffle flavours are concentrated in this 

juice.

TRUFFLE IN TIN

Whole Summer Truffle 50gm

Ctn: 6 x 50gm

109280

The black summer truffle has a flesh which ranges from 

yellowish to grayish with white veins. Although less strongly 

flavoured than the black winter truffles, these truffles are 

regarded as a fine ingredient.

Peeling / Broken Winter Truffle 100gm

Ctn: 20 x 100gm

104705

Mixture of skin from shaved truffles and 

From truffles sliced into small strips.

COMPANY HISTORY

Marcel Plantin started Maison Plantin in the heart of Provence in 1930.  Since it started, this family business 

established itself as the main supplier of truffles to the grand tables of France.  In 1986, Hervé Poron took over 

Maison Plantin and embarked upon a programme of strong growth for the company. In particular, it now exports 

its know-how to other countries.  

TRUFFLE EXPERT SINCE 1930

Ideally located in the heart of the truffle producing region close to the main truffle 

markets and growers, since it started in business, Maison Plantin has positioned itself 

as one of the main players in selecting the best truffles in France. The best truffles in 

Vaucluse, particularly Richerenches and Carpentras truffles are selected by Maison 

Plantin.

TRUFFLE & TRAFFLE PRODUCTS

FRANCE

TRUFFLE SPECIALTIES

Truffle Paste 120gm

Ctn: 6 x 120gm

104697

Ready to use black truffle paste, ideal to blend 

into sauces and other dishes like into fresh cheese to 

spread on toasts.

Truffle Salsa 120gm

Ctn: 6 x 120gm

104701

This delicious "salsa" with button mushrooms, black olives 

and summer truffles can be used in sauces or as a spread on 

mini toasts for aperitifs.
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FROZEN MUSHROOM

Cepes Bouchons / Ceps Cubes 1kg

Ctn: 5 x 1kg

107280

ABOUT

More than 30 years of experience, a renown expertise. Champiland stands as the multi-technologies specialist in 

wild and cultivated mushrooms – growing, fresh, frozen, dried – for Food Industry, Retail and Food Service all 

over the world.  The fruit and vegetable processing is based in Herm, Landes.

DRIED MUSHROOM & POWDER

Morel / Morille 500gm

Ctn: 6 x 500gm

107262

Girolle / Chanterelle 500gm

Ctn: 6 x 500gm

107263

Trumpette / Trompette 500gm

Ctn: 6 x 500gm

107264

Mixed Forest Mushroom 500gm

Ctn: 6 x 500gm

107265

Cep 500gm

Ctn: 8 x 500gm

110505

Cep Powder 500gm

Ctn: 8 x 500gm

113310

MUSHROOM

FRANCE
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ANTIPASTI

ITALY

FAMILY BUSINESS

Since 1939, each generation of our family has built on the company’s spirit of creativity, ingenuity and passion.  

This family passion is everything that’s at the heart of our philosophy and culture. Family is so important, as 

Lorenzo, son of Secondo and Piera Ercole suggests. “The nucleus of Italian society is the family – the family unit is 

what created Italy. The sense of family within the business creates a passion, endurance, a feeling of belonging, 

drive and energy.”

SACLÀ: THE NATURE OF RESPECT

Saclà chooses genuine products that protect the environment, 

selecting seasonal raw materials prepared without adding any 

colourings or artificial preservatives.

SUSTAINABILITY

For eighty years, Saclà has been making food with care, flair and love, respecting  tradition, honoring the 

traditional techniques in growing and preserving vegetables, following the rhythm of the seasons wherever  

possibly can. The company spent decades developing intense and supportive relationships with farmers and 

growers, investing together in quality and sustainability.

EMBRACING SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES

OLIVES

Black Olives Pitted 4.3kg

Ctn: 3 x 4.3kg

110580

Green Olives Pitted 4.3kg

Ctn: 3 x 4.3kg

109965
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ARTICHOKES & VEGETABLES

Artichoke Quarters in 

Brine 2.5kg

Ctn: 6 x 2.5kg

109966

Capers in Vinegar 

700gm

Ctn: 12 x 700gm

112324

Mix of Vegetables in 

Wine Vinegar 

(Giardiniera) 4.1kg

Ctn: 3 x 4.1kg

110192

Celery, turnip, onion, carrot, 

pepper, cauliflower, 

cornichon

Onion Silver Skin in Wine 

Vinegar 1.05kg

Ctn: 4 x 1.05kg

109666

ANTIPASTI

ITALY

SPECIALTY OLIVES

Black Olives Dried 

640gm

Ctn: 4 x 640gm

109683

Bella di Cerignola Olives 

1kg

Ctn: 4 x 1kg

109661

Green Olives Super 

Mammuth Pitted 950gm

Ctn: 4 x 950gm

109663

Leccino Olives Pitted 

950gm

Ctn: 4 x 950gm

109660

PASTES & SAUCES

Peperonata (Pepper Spread) 

1.05kg

Ctn: 4 x 1.05kg

110582

Pesto Alla Genovese (Basil) 950gm

Ctn: 6 x 950gm

111320

Squeezy Basil Peso 270gm

Ctn: 8 x 270gm

109679

sacla
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SPECIALTY OLIVES TOMATOES

Riviera Pitted Black Olives in Brine 

2.9kg

Ctn: 4 x 2.9kg

109712

Sundried Tomatoes in Oil 2.9kg

Ctn: 4 x 2.9kg

109711

Sundried Tomatoes (Long Shape) 

530gm

Ctn: 12 x 530gm

113467

Semidried Cherry Tomatoes 

(Sicilian Round Tomato) 2.9kg

Ctn: 12 x 2.9kg

113669

Semidried Cherry Tomatoes 

290gm

Ctn: 12 x 290gm

113465

Semidried Yellow Date Tomatoes 

190gm

Ctn: 14 x 190gm

113480

ANTIPASTI

ITALYAntica

VEGETABLES

Caper Berries Fine (Capers with 

Stem) in Vinegar 690gm

Ctn: 12 x 690gm

113464

Chilli Peppers in Pieces 200gm

Ctn: 14x 200gm

113481

ARTICHOKES

Artichoke Quarters in Brine 2.65kg

Ctn: 6 x 2.65kg

113466

Artichoke with Stem in Oil 2.65kg

Ctn: 6 x 2.65kg

106749
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ANTIPASTI

ITALYAntica

PASTES & SAUCES

Bruschetta Topping Tomato Sauce 

130gm

Ctn: 14 x 130gm

113468

Arrabbiata Pesto 130gm

Ctn: 14 x 130gm

113470

Green Pesto Sauce 130gm

Ctn: 14 x 130gm

113475

Truffle Pesto 130gm

Ctn: 14 x 130gm

113469

Cream of Artichokes 130gm

Ctn: 14 x 130gm

113471

Cream of Black Olives 130gm

Ctn: 14 x 130gm

113474

Cream of Onion 130gm

Ctn: 14 x 130gm

113472

Cream of Porcini Mushroom 130gm

Ctn: 14 x 130gm

113473

Walnut Sauce 130gm

Ctn: 14 x 130gm

113476

SALT

Himalayan Pink Salt 135gm

Ctn: 12 x 135gm

113477

Chilli Pepper Flavoured Sea Salt 

130gm

Ctn: 12 x 130gm

113478

Rosemary Flavoured Sea Salt 

120gm

Ctn: 12 x 120gm

113479
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Riviera Mix Kalamata Olive Black Olive Green Olive Picoline

A colourful and 

refreshing mix of green 

and Coquillos pitted 

olives marinated in 

lemon, red bell peppers, 

and herbs.

Dark purple olives with a 

fruity flavour and rich 

texture, characterized by 

its almond shape.

Small black olives with a 

distinctive taste. Sweet, 

flavourful, slightly 

smokey. Traditionally 

added to "Nicoise 

Salad."

A signature French olive 

known for its crisp, mild 

fruitiness and subtle finish

Barnier Olives specializes in Marinated Olives and Spreads as “Tapenades”, 

Pickles and Tapas. The olives are carefully hand-selected by experts and 

prepared according different and ancestral recipes. Barnier Olives retain their 

natural essence, offering authentic flavour, bright colour, and a firm, meaty 

texture.

Sure to satisfy the most discerning palates, our range includes a wide variety 

of herb-infused, marinated olives together with a selection of seasonal famous 

olives from Southern France, “Lucques” “Niçoises” & “Picholines” varieties.

OLIVES

FRANCE

Item # Description Carton

104886 Black Olive Pitted 2. 75kg 3 x 2.75kg

104884 French Pitted Olive Riviera Mix 2kg 3 x 2kg

112972 Green Olive Picholines w Pit in Pouch 2.5kg 5 X 2.5kg
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STUFFED OLIVES

Item # Description Carton

104947 Stuffed Olives - Almond 240gm 12 x 240gm

104951 Stuffed Olives - Anchovy 240gm 12 x 240gm

104948 Stuffed Olives - Garlic 240gm 12 x 240gm

104949 Stuffed Olives - Lemon 240gm 12 x 240gm

104952 Stuffed Olives - Pimento 240gm 12 x 240gm

104950 Stuffed Olives - Salmon 240gm 12 x 240gm

Don José María de Ybarra founded Ybarra in 1842. Ybarra emerged with total dedication to the production of 

olive oil and later expanded our business to the market of: mayonnaises, sauces, vinegars, vegetables, olives, 

tomatoes and salt.

Quality

Quality is the basic principle of Ybarra’s business philosophy. The company maintains high quality standards and 

care for the elaboration process of Ybarra products from their origin.

Selection

Select the best raw materials to ensure the best quality our entire product range. Olive type used is the famous 

Manzanilla Sevillana, renowned for its flavour; size and texture.

Innovation

Ybarra, due to its experience and research work, keeps on innovating every year. More than 170 years of 

experience ensure a deep knowledge of the market and the consumers.

OLIVES

SPAIN
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Bardinet Red Cooking Wine 11% Alcohol 2L

Ctn: 6 x 2L

103649

Bardinet White Cooking Wine 11% Alcohol 2L

Ctn: 6 x 2L

103650

A regular drinking red wine pre-seasoned with a mixture of salt and natural peppercorn flavourings.

Recommended for sauces and marinades. 

Suitable for a range of culinary applications (starters, fish, poultry, meat, etc.).  

Use in low concentration in recipes.

A young wine and spirit merchant from Limoges, Paul Bardinet took a curious interest in the sugarcane alcohol 

that was unloaded onto the docks in France after sailing from far-flung islands. This tafia as it was called at the 

time was nothing more than fire water for pirates.  But beneath its rude exterior, Bardinet detected a treasure 

trove of flavours and aromas unlike any he found before.

The undisputed leader in its sector in France, Bardinet Gastronomie has specialised in the manufacture and sale 

of culinary alcohols since 1980. It has built up over 30 years of experience at the service of manufacturing, craft 

food and catering professionals.

COOKING WINE

COOKING WINE

(BRANDS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE)

Item # Description Carton

105240 Red Cooking Wine 750ml 6 x 750ml

105239 White Cooking Wine 750ml 6 x 750ml
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A family-owned company producing Pimentón de La Vera in Extremadura for three generations. In their facilities, 

they combine the traditional methods with the most advanced techniques in paprika production.

La Vera Vega Cáceres paprika is smoked with holm oak and oak. For this reason, it brings the flavour, colour and aroma 

of La Vera to all its dishes. In addition, it is available in sweet, bittersweet and spicy. In short, we are talking about a unique 

product, whose purpose is to add value to all dishes and therefore enrich and enhance any dish worth its salt.

Pate’s Zubia Red Choricero Pepper Pulp 125gm

104741

Choricero peppers are the same peppers that are dried and ground to make the paprika used in 

chorizo. The deep red choricero paste has an intense aroma of sweet paprika, with a rich pepper 

flavour that ends with a mild heat. Use the choricero pepper paste in salad dressings, sauces, stew 

and traditional Spanish dishes.

Bealar is a prestigious company located in Motilla del Palancar. Since its founding in 1959 is dedicated to the 

production and marketing of saffron. During these years the company has packaged the best saffron in the 

region to do to get to your kitchen with the maximum guarantee of quality for you to enjoy the aroma, colour 

and flavour of the best saffron in the world in all its dishes.  

Bealar Gourmet Saffron Threads 5gm

112242

The Rosera Saffron Designation of Origin. It is a saffron quality of our own under the control 

of the Control Board of the Designation of Origin “Saffron from La Mancha,” which is the control 

structure that guarantees the origin of the product.  This saffron has been awarded for several years 

as the best saffron “Mancha” in the Great Selection Awards.

107298 Vega Caceres Paprika Sweet 750gm 10 x 750gm

113113 Vega Caceres Paprika Sweet 75gm 20 x 75gm

107299 Vega Caceres Paprika Hot 750gm 10 x 750gm

113114 Vega Caceres Paprika Hot 75gm 20 x 75gm

SPICES & CONDIMENTS - SPAIN
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SPICES & CONDIMENTS - SPAIN

La Mar de Tapas Sterilized Cuttlefish Ink 4gm 2’s 

Ctn: 100 x 8gm

113824

La Mar de Tapas

Cuttlefish Ink 500gm

Ctn: 6 x 500gm

113825
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100% WEST COAST SEA WATER AND NOTHING ELSE

At Blackthorn, Salt is the single most transformative ingredient of all time. Clean and unrefined, the taste of 

Blackthorn Salt is everything a discerning palate requires – sweet, with a mouth-watering tang. Used cleverly it 

can transform the mediocre, enhance a range of flavours or add a suggestion of rolling moreishness and 

sophistication to any meal.

The crucial crystal crunch factor is a given - Blackthorn always encourage ‘by hand’ sprinkling if only to 

experience this satisfaction, but also to ensure the exact distribution and grain size that you desire on each 

occasion. 100% west coast sea water is used and nothing else. There are no illusions: no adding, no seeding, no 

bleaching, just pure Scottish sea salt. When you taste Blackthorn Salt, you taste nature – the sea, the winds and 

the thorns.

SEA SALT

SCOTLAND

Our ways are patient, gentle and sustainable: 

Scottish West Coast sea water is slowly trickled 

through the country’s only graduation thorn tower 

whilst being evaporated by the exhilarating West 

Coast winds.

The first stages of the Blackthorn journey are wild 

and solely require nature: West Coast seas and 

winds.

BLACKTHORN COMMITMENT

Flavour Producing the highest quality food salt available from 100% pure west coast sea water.

Circular economy Keep our resources in use for as long as possible, then recover and regenerate products 

and materials at the end of each service life. Attempt to ‘design out’ waste products.

Environmental Using as sustainable and responsible materials and methods as possible.

Local Reintroducing salt-production to the area in a manner that the community can be proud 

of; sourcing materials locally; supporting and holding local events.

Heritage Staying true to our roots and sense of place; learning from Scottish salt boiling history 

and adding value, quality and integrity to the process for present and future 

generations.

Evolve To always be open to change and improvement; to enquire of ourselves and others 

whether what we are doing is right and best from a moral and environmental stance as 

well as business necessity.

Sea Flakes 120gm

Ctn: 12 x 120gm

114098

Sea Flakes 240gm

Ctn: 12 x 240gm

114099

Sea Flakes 1.4kg

Ctn: 6 x 1.4kg

114100
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THE CLASSIC

Natural and authentic, our classic sea salt is a high-quality product because it comes directly from the sea and 

straight to your dish, with unaltered pureness and unique characteristics.

Sea Salt Coarse 1kg

Ctn: 12 x 1kg

107385

Sea Salt Fino 1kg

Ctn: 12 x 1kg

112697

Gemma was born in 1974, when Compagnia Italiana Sali, producer of non-food salt for water 

softening and for the textile industry, decided to enter the market of edible salt, following the 

abolition of the state monopoly on this market, occurred in 1973. 

The intent was to create a brand able to differentiate itself from competitors, and immediately recognizable for 

both product quality and the aesthetic and refined character.

To date, in the market of edible salt, CIS, under the brand Gemma di mare, occupies an important position. 

Always attentive to the health of its consumers, it has a wide range of products: quality sea salt, all natural salt, 

untreated and rich in oligoelements, and finally the line of Iodized Salt, enriched with potassium iodate, very 

important element for the proper functioning of the thyroid. The strength of Gemma di Mare is the pursuit of 

customer satisfaction with a broad in terms of products and packaging.

Dolmen salts are the result of studies that have evaluated saline throughout the world, with 

both marine and mining extraction, a masterpiece. 

Himalaya Pink Salt (Coarse) 1kg

Ctn: 6 x 1kg

107383

Pure, hand mined salt found deep within the pristine Himalayan Mountains.  The crystals are high 

in minerals and range in colour from white to various shades of pink and red, indicating a 

beneficial amount of 84 trace elements. The clean crystals are the highest quality Himalayan salt 

available.

Fleur de Sel 250gm

Ctn: 8 x 250gm

107382

Fleur de Sel is collected from the very top layer of the famous French salt ponds. On a clear 

summer day, with no wind, the patient farmer will hand-harvest the delicate top layer of the salt 

pond, and the world has a bit more Fleur de Sel to enjoy. 

Smoked Sea Salt 250gm

Ctn: 8 x 250gm

107384

Dolmen smoked sea salts are hand crafted using a slow smoking process allowing the salt to 

absorb maximum flavour without becoming bitter. 

SEA SALT - ITALY
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SPECIALTY PRODUCTS FROM EUROPE
EX STOCKS /

ON INDENT BASIS

Item # Description Carton

ITALIAN RICE

103606 Gallo Arborio Rice 1kg 12 x 1kg

103673 Gallo Carnaroli Rice1 kg 12 x 1kg

PUFF PASTRY SHEET

104805 Feuille de Brik 10’s 25 x 10’s

104806 Filo Pastry 500gm 10 x 500gm

HARICOT BEANS

104821 White Haricot Lingot Bean 1kg 12 x 1kg

FISH ROE

104817 Lumpfish Caviar Black 100gm 12 x 100gm

104818 Lumpfish Caviar Red 100gm 12 x 100gm

108414
Ouefs de Truite / Trout Eggs 100gm

Indent
12 x 100gm
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Yuzu Juice 100% 1.85kg 

110053

Yuzu grown under strong sun in Kochi, goes well with drinks. 

Also suitable for sweets ingredients.

Buntan Juice 100% 2kg 

110176

Indent

Bitter sweetness Buntan from Kochi. Goes well with drinks, 

split materials, sweets, dressings, and sauces.

Konatsu Juice 100% 2kg 

110178

Indent

Refreshing acidity Konatsu from Kochi, it goes well with 

drinks, sweets, and accent for food scenes. 

Yuzu Zest 2mm 1kg 

110556

Sliced fragrant yuzu from Kochi. It is versatile as an accent 

to the flavors of various food scenes.

SHICHIMI TOGARASHI: FLAVOUR OF SHINSHU

The Nishiyama area was perfect for the production of six of the ingredients needed to make shichimi, except for 

dried mandarin orange peel. Nishiyama was a famous hemp-producing area, so hemp seeds were easily 

available.  Also, Japanese pepper grow naturally in the surrounding mountains. Since dried products kept 

longer, the last ingredient, dried mandarin orange peel, could be collected and carried from Kamigata (the 

modern-day Kansai area). In this way, Yawataya Isogoro was able to create shichimi togarashi with a distinctive 

flavour reminiscent of the mountainous region of Shinshu.

Shichimi Togarashi 14gm

108534

This special blend of Shichimi has a 

long history.  The secret recipe creates 

a spicy flavour and a fabulous aroma.

Shichimi Goma 60gm

112558

Mixed with sesame, adding linoleic 

acid, oleic acid, protein, and iron.  The 

aroma of sesame and shichimi makes 

your dishes tastier.

Yuzu Shichimi 12gm

108535

Shichimi with added yuzu.  

A sprinkle of this spice in the pot or in 

a bowl of miso soup brings out 

the aroma of yuzu.

THE FRAGRANCE CULTURE OF JAPAN

In Japan, since ancient times, the art of appreciation of fragrance (KŌDŌ), has been an 

inseparable part of Japanese culture.  Over 1400 years ago the fruit known as Yuzu arrived in 

Japan from China. The stimulating and mellow aroma of the fruit and peel appealed to the 

fragrance loving people of Japan.

Juice for  about 

50pc of 2L size 

Buntan.

Juice for  

about 100pc 

Konatsu.

Juice for  

about 100pc 

Yuzu

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS FROM JAPAN
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SPECIALTY PRODUCTS FROM JAPAN

Bergamot Juice 1kg, Frozen

111568

Indent

It is a juice squeezed from bergamot, which is very rare 

cultured in Japan. You can enjoy the unique scent of 

bergamot.

Tosa Bergamot from Kochi

- Strong Aroma

- Cultured in small farmers

- Well with split materials, sweets, and flavourings. 

Juice for  

about 50pc 

Bergamot

OBAMA SEAFOOD

Uni Hishio (Sea Urchin Sauce) 1kg

111351

Obama seafoods is located in Obama-city, Fukui, this place is famous for producing fish sauces. This sea urchin 

sauce is the only fish sauce that made from sea urchin.  This sauce is made from only fresh sea urchin which we 

even taste with raw.  It can be used for various purposes such as sashimi and dressing, just like other fish sauces. 

MARUHARA

Ayu (Sweetfish) Soy Sauce 200ml

110048

Hara Jirozaemon/ Maruhara is a traditional producer of soy sauce and miso, established in 1899 in Oita Prefecture, 

Japan.  Made only from ayu (sweet fish) and salt, Ayu Fish Sauce is a natural, additive-free seasoning.  This sauce is 

intensely flavourful, and just a few drops added to a dish bring out the flavour and aroma of the ingredients. It can 

be used as a flavouring or finishing touch to a dish in all styles of cooking, from Japanese to French and Italian.

Black Garlic Puree 80gm

108538

In the heart of Aomori Prefecture, Japan’s top producer of garlic - both in terms of quality and quantity - you’ll 

find Oirase Black Garlic. These Aomori-produced black garlic bulbs are slowly aged using an innovative

production method, unique to Oirase. This slow fermenting and aging process reduces the distinctive strong taste 

and odour characteristic to raw garlic, and instead brings out a rich, fruity and sweet palette of flavours. 

Compared with regular white garlic, Oirase Black Garlic contains six times the amount of polyphenols, as well 

as more amino acids and other healthy elements. On top of that, each bulb is carefully selected by a skilled artisan based 

on size and shape to maintain a high level of quality and consistency.
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Hayakawa Shoyu miso” is said to have been founded in 1885, and this year marks its 134th year.  However, we are trying 

day and day to make a long-established store that lasted for more than 100 years, and a company that will survive for 

another 100 years.  Contributing to food culture, culture is delicious, culture is healthy, and culture is people.” This is our 

management philosophy. We are determined to work in a timely manner and to constantly change positively to meet the 

needs of our customers and respond to the needs of the times.  To that end, we will thank all employees, customers, 

suppliers, and the local community for everything we have done so far, and we will continue to aim to be a company that 

will give everyone peace of mind and trust.

Representative Director and President - Hiroshi Hayakawa

Umamiso Miso Powder 70gm

Ctn: 12 x 70gm

112281

There are only 3 types of ingredients: soybean, barley and 

salt from Kyushu.  It is non-MSG, no chemical add.  The salt 

content is 19%, which is less salty than using regular salt. 

Sprinkle on cheese or use it as a slight accent for cooking.

Umamiso Miso Powder Yuzu 70gm

Ctn: 12 x 70gm

112282

Yuzu peel from Miyazaki is added to umamiso.  No MSG 

or chemical is added.  The bitterness and fruity flavour 

peculiar to Yuzu are accented, making it a special spice to 

Japanese food.  Goes well with meat.

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS FROM JAPAN

HAYAKAWA SHOYU MISO CO.,LTD

FUNDODAI

Crystal Soy Sauce 100ml

113512

A new taste created by transparent soy sauce It can be used not only Japanese food but also

for various dishes. It is a seasoning with salt and umami.

Crystal Yuzu Ponzu 100ml

113513

Made from transparent soy sauce is a seasoning with a very bright yuzu color. The 

appearance of the yuzu peel is very beautiful. It is a seasoning can be used for various 

dishes such as hot pot dishes, sashimi, and carpaccio. 

MARUSO

Dried Ume (Plum) Flake 40gm

113514

Good as toppings for onigiri(rice ball), okayu (porridge), salad, pasta, and as seasoning. 

About 160g Umeboshi are used for 40g dried ume flake.
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DEHYDRATED VEGETABLE SHEETS

The best ingredient for the best chefs. The dehydrated Vegetable Films of La Cocina de Senén are made with 

natural and seasonal vegetables.

109301
Dehydrated Vegetable Sheet Assorted 10’s

(Beetroot, Carrot, Pepper, Potato, Spinach)
10 x 10’s

109532 Dehydrated Vegetable Sheet Beetroot 10’s 10 x 10’s

109529 Dehydrated Vegetable Sheet Carrot 10’s 10 x 10’s

109530 Dehydrated Vegetable Sheet Potato 10’s 10 x 10’s

109531 Dehydrated Vegetable Sheet Spinach 10’s 10 x 10’s

La Cocina de Senén was founded in 2011 by Senén González. Its main objective is to make available to any 

client, national or international, a select range of gourmet products, made in an artisanal way and with 100% 

natural ingredients.

La Cocina de Senén prepares a range of gourmet products through unique 

recipes that require minimal preparation to be tasted. Its main products include 

the following families: Potato omelette, Egg pintxo, Croquettes, Vegetable sheets.  

It is committed to the origin of the highest quality of its products, as well as being 

gluten-free. For this reason, they have the best Basque producers in terms of 

business volume and sales forecast.

VEGETABLE SHEET

SPAIN
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CHEESE ACCOMPANIMENTS

SPAIN

Quorum offers a wide range of cheese accompaniments: traditional Spanish products that pair perfectly with 

cheese and strengthen its flavour and boost its sales, such as Dry Fruit Cakes, Olive Oil Tortas, Marcona Almonds 

and Quince Paste.

EX STOCKS /

**ON INDENT BASIS

DRIED FRUIT CAKE

HANDCRAFTED TRADITIONAL FRUIT CAKE

Fig & Almond Cake 250gm

Ctn: 12 x 250gm

104756

The natural sweetness of our Bonvallis Pan de Higo pairs 

ideally with cheese (especially medium-intense cheeses such 

as aged Manchego, Gouda or soft-ripened cheeses), foie-

gras and pâté. It is also delicious simply on its own, as a 

perfectly healthy snack at any time of the day.

Date & Walnut Cake 250gm

Ctn: 12 x 250gm

104757

Handcrafted traditional mix of natural dates and walnuts, a 

healthy snack to combine with cheese or eat on its own at 

any time of the day.

QUINCE PASTE

TRADITIONAL SPANISH DELICACY (MEMBRILLO)

Quince Paste 240gm

Ctn: 18 x 240gm

104772

Quince Paste 1.5kg

Ctn: 4 x 1.5kg

104773

The consistency of the jam is quite thick, so it is typically 

served as a dessert sliced on a small wedge of a 

Spanish cheese such as a Manchego, Mahón, Cabrales, 

Oveja or Cabra al Romero (sheep or goat cheese 

with rosemary) for dessert. 

It is an easy, tasty bite that is pleasing to the eye. 

The sweet, slightly sour taste is nicely complimented 

by the mild, savoury flavour of the cheese. Membrillo

can also be used on bread and in pastries.

OLIVE OIL TORTAS

Tortas’ all natural recipe remains traditional and they are still made by hand, resulting in the characteristic 

shape and delicate texture of this unique cracker. These sweet and delicate crackers are essential in the 

Spanish gastronomic culture and are consumed with coffee or tea and combined with cheese, 

especially with blue cheeses. 

Tortas Olive Oil 180gm

Ctn: 10 x 180gm

104766

The original sweet flavour with a hint 

of anise. Excellent with tea, coffee and 

cheese, especially blue cheese.

Tortas Fine Herbs 180gm

Ctn: 10 x 180gm

104767

Carry the extra delicate aroma of fine 

herbs: Rosemary, Parsley and Thyme. 

Wonderful with cheese, wine, beer, 

foie-gras, tomato and ham, making 

them ideal at any time of the day.

Tortas Orange Peel 180gm

Ctn: 10 x 180gm

104768

Contains natural orange zest and 

sugar cane, taking you on an intense 

journey to the heart of the Andalusian 

culture and the fragrance of the 

orange blossoms that fills the streets of 

Seville. Ideal with tea and coffee.
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CHEESE ACCOMPANIMENTS

SPAIN

EX STOCKS /

**ON INDENT BASIS

TAPAS BREADSTICKS

HANDCRAFTED TRADITIONAL FRUIT CAKE

Picos Tapas Breadsticks 150gm

Ctn: 18 x 150gm

104770

Picos Tapas Breadsticks 250gm

Ctn: 18 x 250gm

104771

Picos are crunchy breadsticks, very typical of 

Andalusia. This traditional and very popular product is 

totally natural and made exclusively with local extra 

virgin olive oil.

Picos are part of the Spanish tapas culture and are 

present on the counter of all tapas bars and 

restaurants. The peaks combine perfectly with any type 

of cheese, ham, pâté, foie gras and even sweets.

PAN DE OLIVO

THIN BREAD CAKE

The regañá - or regañada - is a kind of hard and very thin bread cake, typical of Seville and originally 

from Alcalá de Guadaíra; its popularity has made it common in other areas of Andalusia and 

Spain. Ideal and irresistible to eat with ham, cheese, a drizzle of oil, with a nice sun-dried tomato, 

with guacamole, with Russian salad, with a creamy cheese, anchovies… 

Their crispy texture and unmistakable flavour will delight even the most demanding palates. 

Salt Flake Cracker 

200gm

Ctn: 10 x 200gm

113625

. 

Sesame Cracker 200gm

Ctn: 10 x 200gm

113623

Paprika Cracker 200gm

Ctn: 10 x 200gm

113624

Rosemary Cracker 

200gm

Ctn: 10 x 200gm

113626

MARCONA ALMOND

Marcona Almonds Fried Salted 5kg

3QI0999-21

Bonvallis Marcona almonds are greatly appreciated due to their crunchiness, 

smoothness and sweetness and are frequently consumed fried and salted.

Marcona almonds have a protein content of 20% and are an excellent source of 

fiber, vitamin E, vitamin B2, magnesium and manganese.  They pair wonderfully 

with any kind of cheese, beer and wine and are ideal at any time of the day.
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HISTORY

De Matteis Agroalimentare was founded in 1993 by two entrepreneurial families operating the Construction 

business for more than 50 years. The commitment and dedication of the families lead what was initially just a mill 

with a small pasta factory to become one of the main world player in the pasta sector, with a growth rate still 

unmatched in the field. Today, it is one of the largest Italian producers of durum wheat pasta, committed to 

improving the whole production chain from wheat field to the finished product.  

PASTA

ITALY

THE SEED

Armando is special because it is made only with selected 

varieties of 100% Italian wheat that meet the standards of 

Growers’ Specifications: wheat with a minimum protein 

content of 14.5%, a propensity to be made into pasta and a 

balanced quantity and quality of gluten to ensure a pasta that’s 

tasty and healthy.

The factory is situated in Campania, at the 

foot of the Appennine Mountains near 

places where the largest fields of durum 

wheat can be found: Irpinia, Apulia and 

Basilicata.

PASTA ARMANDO WHEAT CARE

Developed from agronomic practices that 

are sustainable for the planet and safe for 

people: Armando is the only pasta in Italy 

that uses an independently certified method 

to ensure ZERO pesticide and glyphosate 

residues.
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PASTA

ITALY

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

Increasing commitment to reducing environmental impact.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

•Technical support to optimize crops

•Crop rotation for a natural renewal of 

resources

•Biodegradable pack that can be 

disposed off

ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY

•Minimum guaranteed remuneration 

for the farmers of the Patto Grano 

Armando

•Safe and independent remuneration 

from the whims of the market

•Quality awards for high protein 

results

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

•Innovation and optimization of cultivation techniques

•Cooperation between all parts of the supply chain

•Profitable and advanced activity that creates employment

ECO-PACK: FULLY RECYCLABLE PACKAGING

• Made with papers produced in accordance with 

reforestation programs (FSC certified), and with a very 

limited amount of plastic

• The packaging is patented and certified both FSC and 

Aticelca and can be fully disposed with paper

HALAL CERTIFICATION

Armando is Halal certified by HIA.

BRONZE DIE PASTA - LONG

100% Italian durum wheat semolina and water, bronze died and slow dried.  

Armando’s is made using only two ingredients processed according to a traditional method.  

Fettuccine 500gm

Ctn: 18 x 500gm

112619

Linguine 500gm

Ctn: 20 x 500gm

113432

Mafalda (Wavy Edge) 

500gm

Ctn: 12 x 500gm

113438

Spaghetti 500gm

Ctn: 20 x 500gm

112620

Spaghetti Chitarra 

(Square) 500gm

Ctn: 21 x 500gm

113431
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SHELF AMBIENT STABLE TOMATO

Potato Gnocchi (Egg & Milk Free)

500gm

Ctn: 12 x 500gm

113442

Datterini Puree 320gm

Ctn: 12 x 380gm

113430

Datterini Yellow Whole in Brine 

400gm

Ctn: 12 x 400gm

113441

BRONZE DIE PASTA - SHORT

100% Italian durum wheat semolina and water, bronze died and slow dried.  

Armando’s is made using only two ingredients processed according to a traditional method.  

Casarecce Treccia

(Short Twist) 500gm

Ctn: 12 x 500gm

113436

Farfalle 500gm

Ctn: 12 x 500gm

112625

Fusilli 500gm

Ctn: 12 x 500gm

112621

Penne 500gm

Ctn: 12 x 500gm

112622

Orecchette 500gm

Ctn: 12 x 500gm

112624

Orzo (Rice Shape) 

400gm

Ctn: 20 x 400gm

113439

Tortiglioni 500gm

Ctn: 12 x 500gm

113433

Rigatoni 500gm

Ctn: 12 x 500gm

112623

PASTA

ITALY

TEFLON DIE PASTA

Cannelloni (Oven Ready) 250gm

Ctn: 12 x 250gm

113437

Capellini 500gm

Ctn: 24 x 500gm

112631

Lasagna Sheet (Oven Ready) 

500gm

Ctn: 12 x 500gm

112626

GLUTEN FREE PASTA

Made from precious cereals for a product with excellent characteristics. Armando’s gluten free range is made with a mix of 

selected cereals and has a delicious, balanced taste: no gluten, all pasta!

Chiffero (Elbow Shape) Gluten 

Free 400gm

Ctn: 12 x 400gm

113440

Penne Gluten Free 400gm

Ctn: 12 x 400gm

112630

Spaghetti Gluten Free 400gm

Ctn: 12 x 400gm

112629
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FLAVOURED PASTA

Farfalle 5 Colours 250gm

(Squid Ink, Beetroot, 

Spinach, Paprika, Turmeric)

Ctn: 16 x 250gm

107795

Fusilloni Tricolore 500gm

(Tomato, Beetroot, 

Spinach)

Ctn: 12 x 500gm

107797

Linguine Tricolore 250gm

Ctn: 16 x 250gm

104716

Linguine with Garlic & Basil 250gm

Ctn: 16 x 250gm

104712

Linguine with Squid Ink 

250gm

Ctn: 16 x 250gm

104731

Linguine with Truffle 250gm

Ctn: 16 x 250gm

104718

Linguine with Zafferano 250gm

Ctn: 16 x 250gm

104714

Papillons 5 Colours 500gm

(Spinach, Turmeric, 

Beetroot, Squid Ink, 

Red Chilli)

Ctn: 16 x 250gm

107796

Through years of using the wheat germ ingredient the ancient Morelli Pasta Factory has 

succeeded in obtaining a pasta with a unique and delicious taste, which releases a 

wonderful aroma on cooking, the cooking water, taking on a slight green hue, as the 

result of the presence of the fresh wheat germ ingredient. The ancient Morelli Pasta 

Factory was founded in 1860, and is a family-run enterprise, the fifth generation of the 

Morelli family, siblings Lucia, Antonio and Marco, continue to run the company today 

preserving its traditions. It produces a vast range of specialties, using ancient craft 

techniques, free of both preservatives and colouring agents. The result is truly 

wholesome pasta, with a wonderfully rich flavour and full consistency.

The Morelli product range includes classic pasta varieties such as wheat germ Tacconi, and traditional types such 

as Pici di Siena and spelt Tagliatelle. It also produces a range of aromatised pasta varieties with specialties 

flavoured with Saffron, Boletus mushrooms and Sepia, thereby providing the fullest and most comprehensive 

pasta making range.

PASTA

ITALY

FLAVOURED PASTA

Spaghetti with Squid Ink 500gm

Ctn: 12 x 500gm

105121

Tagliatelle with Mushroom/Porcini 

250gm

Ctn: 16 x 250gm

104709

Tagliatelle with Squid Ink 250gm

Ctn: 16 x 250gm

104732

Linguine Corn 250gm

Gluten Free

Ctn: 16 x 250gm

107207

Spaghetti Whole Wheat Kamut 

500gm

Ctn: 12 x 500gm

107377
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PURE CANE SUGAR

FRANCE
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PURE CANE SUGAR

FRANCE

LA PERRUCHE CASSONADE SUGAR

Cassonade Brown Sugar 750gm

Ctn: 10 x 750gm

101708

la Perruche Cassonade brown sugar is extracted from sugar cane. It is unrefined brown sugar that comes from the cane juice's first 

crystallisation. With its fine granules and golden colour, la Perruche Cassonade brown sugar makes everything taste better, because it's a 

premium product.

LA PERRUCHE SUGAR CUBES

White Cube Sugar 750gm

Ctn: 8 x 750gm

101704

Amber Cube Sugar 750gm

Ctn: 8 x 750gm

101705

White & Amber Cube Sugar 2.5kg, 

Individually wrapped

Ctn: 4 x 2.5kg

101707

Amber Cube Sugar 2.5kg, 

Individually wrapped

Ctn: 4 x 2.5kg

111452

Organic Brown Sugar 500gm

Ctn: 10 x 500gm

113059

These small blond pieces come from sugar cane grown in Brazil and certified Organic Agriculture.

Its slightly caramelized taste is sweeter than brown sugar and subtly flavours your hot drinks.
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HUMBLE BEGINNINGS

Mrs Bridges collected her receipts for dishes which would grace real banquets as 

well as 'below the stairs' suppers. She was inspired by the works of Mrs Beeton, 

and encouraged by her employer Lady Marjorie, Mrs Bridges drew her receipts 

into a book called "Practical Household Cookery" which was published in 1905.

MRS BRIDGES TODAY

The Mrs Bridges we know today launched in 1967 and is a purveyor of fine 

preserves, curds, chutneys, relishes, salsas and mustards. Many of these are also 

combined into gift sets, making these superior tasting products an everyday 

delight to share.

Mrs Bridges or Kate to a very select few, began her life ‘in service’ as an under cook 

to ‘respectable’ families in the countryside of Victorian England. From those early 

days she began collecting recipes or receipts as they were then called, and her 

repertoire spanned from simple country cooking to dishes in the fine French fashion. 

Kate Bridges earned the honorary title of ‘Mrs’ Bridges when she became Cook to 

one of the leading Edwardian families, and London socialites, Lady and Richard 

Bellamy.

MARMALADE 340GM

Orange Marmalade 

w Honey

Ctn: 6 x 340gm

104247

A tangy breakfast 

marmalade. The addition of 

sweet honey balances well 

with the zesty peel. 

Lemon & Lime 

Marmalade

Ctn: 6 x 340gm

104251

Balance of sweet and bitter, 

ideal for those who enjoy 

strong citrus flavours.

Four Fruit 

Marmalade

Ctn: 6 x 340gm

104252

Enjoy all the citrus fruits 

in this flavour, packed 

marmalade with orange, 

lemon, grapefruit and lime.

Celebration Marmalade 

w Champagne

Ctn: 6 x 340gm

104265

A real treat, this 

marmalade is made with a 

French fizz and zest.

JAMS, PRESERVES & CONDIMENTS

UK

PRESERVE 340GM

Luxury Scottish 

Strawberry

Ctn: 6 x 340gm

104318

Luxurious preserve 

made with Scottish 

strawberries, bursting 

with fruit flavour.

Scottish Strawberry 

Preserve

Ctn: 6 x 340gm

104255

A Mrs Bridges classic, 

packed with 

strawberry flavour.

Blackcurrant & 

Blueberry 

Ctn: 6 x 340gm

104259

A traditional 

preserve rich in 

flavour and in colour.

Four Berry 

Ctn: 6 x 340gm

104260

Takes all the 

favourite summer 

fruits,  making a 

creme de la creme of 

preserves. 

Strawberry w 

Champagne

Ctn: 6 x 340gm

104266

This strawberry 

preserve made even 

more special with the 

addition of 

champagne.
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CURD 340GM GIFT SET

Lemon Curd

Ctn: 6 x 340gm

104261

A zesty lemon flavoured, 

creamy spread made with eggs 

and butter. Great for home 

baking too.

7 Days of Preserves & Marmalades Gift Pack 294gm

Ctn: 6 x 294gm

104356

MAYONNAISE 180GM

Classic Mayonnaise

Ctn: 6 x 180gm

109952

This smooth mayonnaise is luxuriously 

creamy and full of flavour making it a 

great addition to any sandwich or dip 

your chips.

Mayonnaise with Lime & Basil 

Ctn: 6 x 180gm

110878

This mayonnaise is delicately 

flavoured with the summer flavours of 

lime and basil. Try this with white fish 

dishes.

Mayonnaise with Garlic

Ctn: 6 x 180gm

110877

A rich and creamy mayonnaise 

with roasted garlic flavours, will surely 

brighten up any dish. 

MUSTARD 200GM SAUCE 200GM SALSA 200GM

Semi Ground Spicy 

Mustard

Ctn: 6 x 200gm

104331

Wonderfully generous 

seeded mustard with a silky 

texture. A well balanced 

with spice and sweetness. 

Honey Mustard & 

Champagne

Ctn: 6 x 200gm

104332

A smooth mustard with the 

added sweetness of honey 

and the luxury of 

champagne.

Cranberry Sauce 

w Port

Ctn: 6 x 200gm

104345

Ever popular Cranberry 

Sauce with Port. Ideal if you 

are a year-round user of 

the product! Perfect served 

with brie or baked cheese.

Spicy Tomato 

Salsa

Ctn: 6 x 200gm

104342

With a good amount of 

spice, this is great to use for 

dipping, or as a topping for 

burgers, sausages and 

grilled beef.

JAMS, PRESERVES & CONDIMENTS

UK

Ideal gift for a lover of classic flavours.

| Orange Marmalade w Ginger | Fine Cut Orange Marmalade |

| Celebration Marmalade w Champagne | Raspberry & Redcurrant Preserve |

| Strawberry Preserve w Champagne |Blackcurrant Preserve | Lemon Curd |

Mrs Bridges Gift Sets available on indent.  
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CHRISTMAS

Valrhona Christmas Gift Boxes Loison Panettone & Pandoro Virginia Amaretti 

Confectionery

Rossella Candies

For enquiries on hamper 

customization, 

please email 

retail@euraco.com.sg

Mrs Bridges Gift Sets

Hampers & Gift Sets

EASTER

Valrhona Easter Range Loison Easter Cakes Virginia Amaretti 

Confectionery

FESTIVE GOODIES

In celebration of that special occasion, Euraco offer a range of premium goodies for Easter, Mother’s Day, 

Christmas etc.  Place your indent orders early to avoid disappointment!
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